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By Ste.ven Gorham 
Bill Rainey, 44, supervisor_ 
of Philbrook Dining Hall, died 
unexpectedly last Thursday of 
a heart attack. 
The death stunned Dining 
Services. Neal Cass, a student 
worker at Philbrook, said, "We 
are all in shock. Bill . was more 
than just my supervisor, he was 
a good friend.!' · 
Rainey's V{ake was held Sun- . 
? day night ·in Rochester where 
family, friends and co-workers 
paid their last respects .. Lines 
. that . formed outside' the .funeral 
; home were over an hour long. 
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Rainey had been_ working 
with UNH Dining Services_ for 
. , over 20 years, First working in 
· the MUB bakery, Rainey moved 
to head cook at Stillings, then 
became Philbrook's supervisor. 
. He was a graduate of.Dover 
High · S-chool and the Culinary · 
Program appoints specialists 
Institute of' America, was a By Beth Ineson 
·member -of the National Asso- Two part-time specialists 
ciation of Coliege and U niver~ have been appointed to the Sea 
sity Food Services. _ · Grant Extension program at-the 
Acc0rding to Barry Dufault, _University of New Hampshire: 
assistant rria_nager of Philbrook, Maureen Donnelly ,of the 
"Bill knew .more about the · UNH le-isure and tourism de-
operation~ of Pnilbroo_k than .· partment-will concentrate on 
" · marine recreation and tourism anyone·. . . 
Ingeborg iock, dir:ector of -issues. Stan Knowles, currently 
: UNH Dining Services said, "Bill ah extension specialist with the 
was universally loved and re- Cooperative Extension Service, 
· spected .by all who knew him . . will cover aspects of marine 
He had a warmth about him that bu_siness management. · 
RAINEY, page 6 
The Sea Grant Extension 
· ~rogram ~t U:NH is patterned 
. . . 
after the La:nd Grant Progt;am.-
The Land Grant Program which 
conducts agricultural research 
and provides a cooperative · 
extension service for the s_ut -
rouhding area. The Sea Grant 
Extension is the equivalent' in 
the marine area of the regular 
cooperative extension. . 
"We are really the Land ,Grant 
Program's little bro_ther,'' said 
Brian Doyle, director of the Sea 
Grant Extension Program at 
UNH. "Most -of th~ things we 
do are patterned after their time 
honored traditions." . 
"Our primary goai is to pro-
mote wise use and development 
of our coastal and marine re-
sources in northern New Hamp-
shire," Doyle said. 
The Sea Grant Program, in 
its sixth year, merged last July 
with the Cooperative Extension 
Service at UNH. It became the 
fifth -element ifl the service 
whose other programs include· 
4-H, -agriculture, forestry, and 
home economics. · 
UNH and· the University of' 
SEA GRANT, .page 7 
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By Bryan Alexander 
UNH President Gordon Ha~- . 
I~rid spoke on the future of the 
University referring to his game 
plan, the Strategic Edge, before 
the student senate Sunday night. 
This 2'9-page packet pub -· 
· lished by Haal;;J.nd'-s office an-
alyzes the <::urrent situation at .· 
UNH, and discusses the quest 
to be the best small public 
university in the country. · 
''(The document) .is the pro- · 
. duct of a planning process which 
~5-.~~e_s our ·cmrmJ __ s)ruatio,n, : · 
·GORDON.HAALAND 
estab.lishes goals, and identifi~.s . • 
actions to help realize thos!= : 
goals," the packet states. .. . .. · ._ . . 
Haaland said the purpose of . · 
this p}an is to find a niche for . 
the University .- "an identity 
. which is •unique; competitive, · 
and will lea-d to._ our befog 
recognized for outstanding qual~ 
ity." . . - ./ 
The Strategic Edge lists an 
agenda of several items which 
will be taken up to help UNH 
to reach this goal. I' . 
• Enrollment- the plan calls 
·. for maintenence of a stable 
undergraduate populadon, and ·· 
for a slightly higher level 9f 
graduat€ student population. 
The Strategic Edge states that 
th!=re has been a steady il)crea.se · 
· in the number and qu;:ility of ·_• 
applicants in the past four years 
despite the declining numbers _ 
of hi_gh-school graduates. 
HAALAND, page 3 
The New Hampshire welcome·s cartoo-
nists Jim Siener and John Marshall. See 
t.he.ir work in the Forum section and on 
the comics page. 
· The Saturday night pe_rformarice of the 
· Apple Hill chamber ensembl_e is reviewed, 
and the Newbury Street Playe_rs new play 
. is previewed in the Arts and Features 
The men's basketball team snapped 
a month-long winless drought with a 72-
68 ·victory over Vermont. -
. . 
section Ofl page 17. 
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Ski . railway 
()perate at ravine 
<. 
By.Frank Moore 
· There is great news for expert 
skiers this spring. The historic 
Mt. Washington Cog Railway 
b~gins to send ski trains up to 
the . legeodary Tuckerman's Ra-
vine: · 
. The thrill of skiing the high-
est rp.ountain peak in northeast-
efn New England will no longer · 
b"e ·hampered by the long and 
grµeling five hour hike to the 
summit. · 
climbed to the sumrriit ~f Mt. 
Washington." Accordipg t~ Di-
rector of Cog Railway Cathy 
Budore, the coal-Jired, steam . 
locomotives have been a 
summer attraction for sights_ee-
. ipg tourists. · 
"We've.run the trains Memor-
ial Day through Columbus Day 
every year but close ·down once 
the winter sets in/' Bud.ore said. 
The entire track system is 
built on trestles enabling the 
snow to fall right through to 
the ground. "Opening early 
should not present a problem 
at all," Budore added. 
"The mechanical system that 
allows us to climb the second 
steepest railroad tracks in the 
Weather and ski conditions 
permitting, Mt. Washington 
.Cog Railway trains will com-
mence running every Saturday 
and ·Sunday beginning April 4, 
1987 '. The ffrst train will depart 
from the base station at 9 a,m., 
with additional trains at ll:15 
a.m. ~nd 1:30 p.m., with a 20 
passenger minimum per trip. 
. world works as well in spring 
and fall as in summer," Joel 
Bedor, a Cog Railway member 
Response has be~n generally favorable to plans to send a railway to the top of Mt w h ~ , 
Tuckerman's Ravine. (Cog Railway photo) . · · as tngton s 
said. · Tuckerman's Ravine is a huge 
natural bowl on the east side 
of Mt. Washington located 
between Route 302 and Route 
63. Throughout the winter, the 
prevailing west winds blow 
snow over the ridge filling the 
ravine sometimes up to 125 feet 
deep, creatit::ig a winter wonder-
land for daring expert skiers. 
The railway crews will begin 
normal track maintenance ear-
lier than usual making · sure 
one-day ticket price of $79 ($149 UNH students and staff have just to say that thef ve con-
for two days). Package deals and mixed reactions concerning the quered it," New Hampshire 
group rates are available. accessibility to the mountain's · HaHEquipment Man;iger Judy 
Tickets are available by advance difficult terrain. · Kszepka said. . 
, everything will be ready, weath-
er permitting, by the _first 
weekend in April with services 
continuing until mid-June, or 
as long as ski conditions pe·rmit. 
teservation only, although "The idea sounds great," "The train sounds great, but 
stand-by tickets may be avail- · Rachel Winokur, 18, undeclared a lot of skiers will still hike to 
able. major, said. "I've always wanted the top because that's the mys-
Tuckerman's Rav:ine is strict- to do it, but I've heard that once tique of it," Gary Stanhope, 22, 
Since 1869, long before there 
were automobiles, electric lights 
qr tele_phones, the Cog_ Railway 
A one-way bus ride from · 
Pinkham Notch camp to the 
Cog and a lunch in a souvenir 
. "fanny pack" are included in the 
ly for expert skiers only, yet you fall you don't stop." physical education major, said. 
novice, as well as non-skiers may "I think the train will attract For reservations or other 
share in the excitement w.ith intermediate skiers who think information call 1-800-992-
a round trip ride to the summit that they can ski the mountain TUCK. 
at a reduced price. 
NEWS.IN 
Status on Anglican 
Envoy uncert~in 
Beirut'."The status on envoy Terry Waite remains 
unclear as speculation resurfaced that he in fact 
has been· taken hostage, ' · . 
Iran, Syria, and Lebanese officials have met over 
the ~eekend trying to reach an agreement cori-
cerni1:1g. the ~ersonal safety .of the Anglican envoy, 
who is rn Beirut trying to gain the release of two 
Americans, Terry Anderson and Tnomas Sutherland. 
Both men have been held by militant groups since 
1985. 
· · ·w~ite, who left Great Britain on January 12, has 
· not qeen seen since January 20. Last week, the 
Archbishop of Canterbury; the Most Reverend 
Robert Runcie, announced that he had received 
word from Druze leaders that Waite was safe 
although his exact whereabouts was still unknown. ' 
Over the weekend, Archbishop Runcie stated 
that Waite had told him not to attempt a rescue 
should he be. indeed kidnapped. By attempting a 
rescue, Waite said, it would. jeopardize everything 
that he was doing. 
A-meric-a-n ·held _in Iran 
Whereabo.uts un·known 
Ro~e-An American journalist, who had spent 
the la&t ten days in °Iran, has been de.rained by_ a · 
group of men over the weekend. This was reported 
by the Sv.riss Foreign Ministry. 
Gerald F. St~ib, a corres.pondent for The Wall 
· Street Journal, received an ·invitation by the 
Khomeini governriient ten days ago. Steib was 
abducted by a group of men from his hotel Saturday. 
His wh.ereab_outs are unclear and the group 
. responsjble for the latest, terrorist act is als9 
.unknown .. , · 
.. Steib .so~ght help, frbm the Sw.iss Consulate~ who, 
represents Americans in Teheran, after his passpor~ 
was i_mpounded by immigration officials. The Iranian 
press announced that a spy posing as a journalist 
has been detained by officials. . 
The Wall Street]ournalhas denounced all aspects 
of ~he story, · stating that Steib was a fine journ~li~t . 
with excellent credentials. • _ , 
S.huttle astronauts. renew .. 
training, spirits are high 
Kennedy Space Center-The first shuttle crew 
has begun intense retraining on Sunday, where 
spirits are high and renewed optimism has been 
expressed . . 
For the first time since the Challenger explosion 
one year ago, the five man crew have begun their 
training over the· weekend. While there have been 
many problems regarding the National Aeronautic 
Space Agency(N ASA) over the past year, the 
program has looke_d to the future in hopes of 
revitalizing the space program. Astronauts who 
have left NASA since the explosioq have returned 
in hopes that ·they may have a say in the design 
and safety of the shuttle. NASA has announced 
that efforts have been established to, recruit more 
astronauts. . . 
The five man crew, scheduled to' take off on 
Februrary 18,1988, are Frederick Hauck,shuttle 
commander;_ Richard Covey, pilot; David Hilmers, 
John Loung~, and George Nelson. '-
· Another Reagan aide re-
signs from administra- · 
tion ·. 
Was~ington-Another aide has resigne.d from 
the Reagan adiuinistratioh, further depleting the . 
president's senior staff. 
Mitchel_l :panit#, ;fhe -political director for the 
. White Hou:se-; announced his resignation effective 
Ma~ch 1;. a_f~erwh~ch he will be a partner ·in the 
Indianapqhs law firm B.aker and Daqiels. He. will 
also become }~'e chief operat_ing off ic~r·· of. Hudso~ , 
Instit_ute,: a:(.l,l_ndiaf1:apolis research compa,ny. ·· .:::-_ ·. . ·. 
It is uc.11tkeJy rhat President Reagan' will find . 
· a repl~ce1!1eflt for Dan:i~ls, since his>last· public 
campaign is over·. The resignation of Daniels fueled 
rumors that Patrick Buchanan, the White House 
rnmmuriications director, will follow the political 
director. · 
· · Clarification 
: ,.Last ·Frid~y·s Forum art1cle "On Being Invisiple" 
1 y.,as not written by Bruce Perry. It was writt~Q by 
q1e,:nbers of the Women's Commission Residential 
Life, the Dive~sity C?mmissiqn, and ~he Cawpus 
Gay .an,~ Lesbian Alliance who prefer to remain 
anonym<,ms. 
Stars 1andStripes takes·com-
manding lead in yacht 
·race -
Er~!llantle-Dennis Conner is one victory away 
from returning the America's Cup back to the United ' 
States, as he powered his yacht to a third consecutive 
victory over the Australian defender yacht,Koo-
kaburra Ill. . · 
Stars and Stripes defeated the Australian yacht 
in two earlier races in a combined time of two 
minutes and 51 seconds : Although Conner is _ 
somewhat hesitant to throw a celebrator·y party 
early, he is optimistic that the America's Cup will 
return to the, United States. , _ . 
· .. Conner lost to .the Aus_traljan boat in 1983, despite 
a 2-0 and 3-1 advanta~e. Should the America's Cup 
return to the U.$., its hom'e port would not be in 
Newport, Rhode Island;' where it was hoEsed, but 
at the San DiegoY _acht °Club, the sponsor of Conner's 
yacht. · 
New twists develop, 
·on I.ran-contra affair 
Washington-The director of the· Central Intel -
ligence Agency has resigned his position within 
the Reagan administration seven weeks after he 
undenyent brain. s1,1rgery . 
· Wi)Ji~m Casey ii.nnouriced his resignation after 
doctqis ·and fcimily members concerned about his 
health .warned __ of the possible health dangers should 
he con'tirtue in· h'is position . President Reagan 
announced th<!-t Robert Gates, who was the acting 
director while Casey was incapacitated, will resume 
his position as permanent head. The .Senate,. which 
is iri charge of confirming -or den_ ing presidential 
nominations, is likely to approve of the nomination 
with little problem. 
In other newl on Capitol Hill, President Reagan 
announced that he will .release excerpts from his 
perso,nal papers regarding the Iran-contra affair 
should. they be deemed n~cessary by the Senate Select · 
Committee, which is in charge of 'investigating 
· the s:candal which has rocked the administration 
since October; 1986. 
I 
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Weber stirs controversy 
By Roger Brisson at all e_nergy sources: coal, gas, energy in three aspects: tec
h-
. Since the early 1970s, the hydroelectric, solar, and nuclea( nologically envirnnmP
nr" 11 •• -·· 
Seabrook nuclear power plant befofr the people make any and phys1~ally. . "T~~:
~ .~!;2 
has been a topic of controversy conclusions about nuclear pow- been fewer deaths bec
ause of 
in New Hampshire politics. er. Weber does not state that ·· · nuclear accidents than, s
ay, coal 
· Despite its relative proximity nuclear power is the only pos- .. mine deaths, or oil rig
 exp~o-
to the campus of the University sible power source of the future sions. I say environm
entally 
of New Hampshire, the issue but rather New England is because in solar heat, there
 are 
of Seabrook and nuclear power _ _ facing a serious energy shortage, chemicals which are toxi
c to the 
has not affected the school Deanna Wendell, in a letter air." 
community until only recently. to the editor (published in The In a prepared statem
ent to 
The issue surrounding the New Hampshire on Jan. 27, The New Hamfrhire, chem
istry 
operation and safety of the plant 1987) questioned the source of department chairmanDr
. Frank 
became an issue during Jase Weber's information. Weber Pilar stated, "When 
faculty 
year's gubernatorial elections. said his assessment is based on speak on issues as the
 above,. 
Incumbent Governor John Su- a report presented by an energy they should take great
 care to 
nunu supported the plant while commission at the New England indicate that they are sp
eaking 
his democratic ·opponent Paul Governors Conference, pres- as private individuals 
and are 
McEachern strongly opposed ented to state governors last not spokespersons for t
he Uni-
·it. Sununu, who won by a slim June. The report- states there versity ... The particul
ar issue 
margin, wants 'Seabrook to go· is no immediate shortage of in question - the need to
 utilize 
on line as soon as possible. energy in the region. However, all sources of energy in
cluding 
Owned and managed by Pub- if Seabrook does not begin nuclear - is such a comple
x and 
lie Service Company _of New operating by mid-1987,the re- multifaceted one that an
y public 
Hampshire, ·the plant would port forecasts that the region declaration which goes n
o furth-
provide 1000 megawatts to its - will face a seve-re power shor- er than indic_ating eit
her its 
customers across the state. tage by 1988. According to the support or its oppos
ition is 
Although it has been completed report,the situation would no_t dangerously simple-m
inded. 
for some time now, it is yet be remedied by the Hydro- Such an action appears 
to be an 
unlice~sed. In an attempt to Quebec project, which would attempt at intellectual
 intim-
have the plant licensed as soon provide energy to the entire idation and is unwort
hy of a 
as possible, the Coaliti0n for state, since the plant could not memeber of a cummu
nicy of 
Reliable Energy was cr_eated. provide-that much power until. scholars." ·(For full tex
t of the 
This is the view held by 1991 at the earliest. letter, see "Letters to th
eed-
Professor James Weber, a Deanna Wendall responded, itor") -
member of the UNH chemistry "The New England Governors Whether there is a 
severe 
- department. Weber believes Conference did not come up power shortage loom
ing over 
that unless Seabrook goes on with any firm conclusions. But the horizon, or if Seabro
ok will 
line, the region will face a severe instead, they left the issue even be fully operational by 1
988;the 
po_wer shortage by the end of more questionable. It is my issue of having a nuclear p
ower 
next year. understanding that not all of plant in the state will 
remain 
Weber has recently appeared the governors showed' up and a strong and controversial 
issue. 
in a television commercial for that fact alone would bias the ,..,- As Profrssor Weber pu
ts it, 
the Coalition for Reliable outcome of the ,flleeting." "Nobody wants a plant_
in their 
Energy. In the ad, Weber states , Weber believe.~ nuclear power backyard." 
fhat New England should ·look __ is safer than other forms ot 
NoyeS named tO USNH post 
By Jay Kumar 
Dr. Elisabeth J. Noyes is the 
new director of planning and 
program development for the 
University System of New 
Hampshire (USNH). - _ 
, USNH is made up of UNH, 
Keene State College, Plymouth 
State College, UNH at Man-
chester, and the School for 
Lifelong Learning. Noyes will 
help USNH Chancellor Claire · 
A. Van U mmersen . in her work 
eriate 
briefs 
B-y Bryan · Alexander 
The student senate will be 
considering the non-renewal 
bill which will . make it more 
difficult for problem students 
to get back into the University 
residence system at next Sun-:-
day's meeting. 
If the senate passes this bill, 
students who are a menace to 
dorm living, but who are not 
guilty enough for immediate 
eviction, can be denied renewal 
of their housing contract the 
following school year. · 
Dean of Student Affairs· J. 
Gregg Sanborn has stressed that 
the plan will not be implement-
ed without the senate's appro-
. val. The bill was discuss.ed ai: 
last Sunday's meeting, but was 
tabled until next week. 
Temporary Residential Life 
chairperson Scott Robidoux _ 
explained -the process for non-
renewal. He gave an example 
of "an obnoxious kid who cranks 
his stereo at 3 am." He said this 
with the University System 
institutions, other public and 
private institutions, state go-
vernment and the public. The 
Chancellor's Office is located 
at the Dunlap Center in Dur-
ham. . 
Noyes will be "largely in-
volved in long-range and short-
term planning'1 of educational 
programs serving the n_eeds of 
New Hampshire people. She 
will also be the Chancellor's 
representative, reporting to the 
Academic, Faculty, and Student 
Affairs Committee of the 
USNH Board of Trustees and 
the USNH Academic Planning 
Council, which is an advisory 
committee made up of the chief 
academic officers of the USNH 
institutions. 
Noyes "wiil be working with 
proposals" for educational pro-' 
USNH,page6 
Student senator Rob Rodler speaking at Sunday night's meeting. 
(Bryan Alexander photo) 
each offense. 
. After a number of the'se 
write-ups .a meeting with the 
Hall Director would be arranged 
where the student would be-· 
warned to stop. If the behavior 
continued the student would be 
brought b~fore a board and could 
lose his housing status for the 
The bill will contain safe-
guards against bias by Hall 
Directors and Resideric Assist-
ants including a list of acts which 
consitute non-renewal and a 
chance for appeal. · 
• Senator Charles Jones rose 
from the position of senator to 
_ would constitute a write-up for -. following year. 
SENATE, page 5 
Su.nday's WHEB Bridal Affair was not limited to a bridal gown 
fa,shion show. Here one spectator seems to be more interested 
in the wedding cake. (Stu Evans photo) ' 
Colwell tries to 
live normal life· 
By. Peter A. Katz 
She has just finished working 
for a veterin,irian in Concord, 
and has the rest of Saturday off, 
but before she leaves for the 
parki~g lor, she asks someone. 
to accompany her to her car. She 
is sq1red to go out into the night· 
alone. . · 
It has been two months since 
the night Lisa Ann <;:olwell 
disappeared, and she 1s still 
scared. 
She is a quiet girl, who looks 
like she has had enough of 
everything, but sleep. 
She wants people , to stop · 
stari.ng at her, the police putting 
pressure on her and things to 
return to normal so she can start 
sit~dying again . . 
She also wants to remember· 
what happened so people do not 
put their own end to the story 
and call her a lier. 
Courageously she has tried 
to not let the incident upset her · 
life too much, but Lisa does not 
call it courage. 
"I am just trying to get my 
life back to normal," she said. 
_ "I can't change my life because 
of it." 
She - is the only one who 
supports this philosophy: her 
mother and advisor feel she 
should take things more slowly.' 
Thus she is taking a course 
in anatomy and physiology, even 
though others want her to take 
the semester off. She does not 
-want the ir\eident to destroy her 
goal - to 15e a veterinarian. 
Ever ,sioce· she was 12 and 
visited her cousins in Nova 
· Scotia, where they had goats 
running around the yard, she 
has wanted to. take care · of 
animals. -
Her .home in Center Strafford 
has had animals since that day. 
0Qe time her family had 15 
goats, plus a dog and a cat. While 
they have decreased the number 
of goats to two, the family has 
had less luck with cats. 
Colwell recalls with an ironic 
laugh (but at least it's a laugh) 
that tney have had to get a new 
cat almost every year since they 
usually disappear or are found 
runover on the main road in-
front of their house. 
Her determination to be a 
veterinarian is mostly logistical, 
but nonetheless admirable. She 
feels taking one course is im-
portant, because if she takes 
three this summer she will be 
behind. 
She then can apply to vete-
rinarian schools in the fall of 
1989 and begin in the spring. 
If Colwell falls behind at UNH 
she will have to wait another 
year to apply. After completing 
four years of graduate school, 
she figures she will be almost 
30. -
h is nice to hear she has some. 
worries like most undergrad-
uates. Her other .worries are 
unfortunate. She is like a celeb-
rity. _ 
She does not want to be Stared 
at anymore,. nor does she want 
to be noticed in a crowd. People 
ask her nicely how she is doing, 
but she is tired of that, too. 
She also does not like · the 
,Pr~ssure from the_ police, who 
call her lawyer every week. The_ 
police pressure her, she says, 
because reporters are asking 
them questions. 
"I am just trying to figure 
what is going on,'-' she said, but 
figuring out what is going on_ 
is what bothers her the most. 
She is most happy when she is 
busy, because when she has time 
to. think, it is terrible. 
When she studies she day- . 
dreams, which is something she 
never did before. It drives her 
crazy, 'and she hates doing it, _ 
but nonetheless it can' happen 
for hours. 
Her daydreams are not always 
ab,out the incident, but when 
_they are · she does not like it. 
They are n9t good thoughts, she 
said. 
Colwell' s situation is difficult. 
She is scared about what she will 
remember, but at the:isametime, . 
she wants to remember to end 
all her problems. 
She mostly wants rhirigs to -
get back to normal~ but some-· 
times she feels it will never 
happen. Those are j~st some of -
_ the bad day·s, though, she s~ys, 
optiniistically. 
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·.ON THE SPOT 
Twenty--nine ca.rs were towed from Babcock's 
pr1;rking lot (B-lot) last Saturday night between 1-
,4 a.m. Smitty's of Durham does the to_wzng. 
What ~o you think about 
the university not having 
their own towing service, . 
. . 
,ft think UNH needs a 
_1cheap{!r towing rate and 




· while having Smitty' Sto 
for ·40? · · · · · 
· ul think the whole parking 
thing rots. Without enough 
parking· and then having 
Smitty tow for $40 is rid-




"If the university ts going 
to have such a terrible 
parking system, and force . 
· us to park in illegal places, 
then they should find_ an 
· alternative to towing. " 
· Meghan Fielding 
• 1 .;,',f ~, ·· \ Junior- · 
· ,Theuter 
"I think it ·stinks. It's too 
expensive ·a.nd they rip you 
off" I • • • _ ' 




SEMESTER CREDIT HOURS 
.·/ .. 
NEEDED FOROCS. . 
If you have 60 accredite<;l se~ester.hQurs, and can achieve a high .I:• 
score in a special aptitude t~st, you could be·just,22 weeks from eam--
ing ·the gold bars of a second lieutenant in the Army Reserve. And 
ready to take on your first Reserve leadership assignment~ . 
- Qualify, and you'll attend. an 8--week Basic Training-Q:mrse, 
then go on to a 14:week Officer Candidate-School (OCS) which-
will challenge you both mentally and physically. When you grad--
uate, you'll receive y9ut commission as ~ officer .in the Army 
Reserve, and continue training in a branch Officer Basic 
Course. Then you'll return home to serve in a nearby Reserve , ~ 
unitLusually one weekend a month ·and two weeks a~ual 
training. , · / ' 
. Its a great opportunity to gain the skills and begin the practice 
of the kind of leadership and management prized so highly by civilian 
employers. 
You need not have completed your degree, just h~ve 60 semester 
hours and a lot of a} Atv and confidence, to quali~ . 
. If ycm're in&rested in OCS, ~all: · · · 
Dover - 749~0441 
Rochester - 335-1653 
~nn ._,,,·,--- i_,_,c,r·J 1 ~.; 1\f , A-JIJ1-.:1L.,· r, ' • - l ' I r 
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Williams' work wins acclaim 
By Chris Pollet 
Professor Tom Williams, a 
UNH English professor since 
1958, saw his latest work, The 
Moon Pinnace, win critical 
acclaim. His book was nominat-
ed for National Book Critic's 
Circle A ward, placed on Pub-
lisher's Weekly Top· 10 fiction 
works of 1986 list, and appear-
ing on the US.A Today Top 5 
Fiction Book List for 1986. 
"I go and hibernate in my 
cabin, during the summer, to 
write," said Williams. 
Finding time to write, during 
his years at UNH, has presented 
Williams some problems. "I 
don't find too much time to 
write during the winter," said 
Williams. 
The future is a busy one for 
Williams. The fall of 1987 starts 
the reappearance of many of 
3000 to 10,000, his f ict10n 
writing classes have remained 
small due to the restrictions 
presented by the courses to keep 
the number of students under 
twenty. While the school ex-
panded "the departments have 
moved farther apart," said 
Williams. "I used to know 
everyone in each department, 
now I know just this department 
(liberal arts)," he said. 
"The students are pretty 
much the same today that they 
were back when I started," 
Williams said, which is relative 
to the size and structure of his 
classes. 
Williams is presently teach-
ing three fiction writing classes. 
Little time can be spent working 
on his writing this semster due 
to the restraints presented by 
his teaching schedule. 
Williams' works which include 
a book of short stories and a 
novel. The book of short stories 
is a combination of previously 
published material and new 
unpublished material. 
Williams says that it has been 
a challenge to go back to writing 
short stories after working on 
novels exclusively for some 
time. 
In 1988, Williams said to 
expect to see three novels in 
print including: The Moon 
Pinnace, Town Burning and 
Whipple's Castle. 
"It's nice to see things back 
in print," said Williams, who 
is under contract with Double-
day Publishing for a new novel 
in June of 1989. 
Williams has seen many 
changes at UNH since 1958. 
While the school expanded fr?m 
-------SENATE-------
council chairperson. Jones was 
appointed as Academic Affair 
chairperson and co-chairperson 
for the Student/Falculty Rela-
tions sub-committee. 
,(continued from page 3) 
• Senator Robert Rodler was 
approved as Residential Life and 
Dining Services chairperson for 
Christina Cameron. 
• Dennis O'Connell filled the 
vacant Greek seat on the senate. 
O'Connell, who was denied a 
seat by one vote in the Greek 
election last semester, is from 
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity. 
~·································-• • • 
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Say It with Cookies! i 
. . . a specially ·: 
designed i 
• 
SUPER COOKIE : 
that is!!! 
• ■ • 
■ • ■ .. 
.. 4' : • • 
:. SUPER COOKIES .. 12 in. round or heart shaped TI-I 1 :. 
chocolate chip cookies decorated with a creamy 
■ 
■ 
: delicious frosting .. manv to choose from or design COOK I E : 
I .::;.;~;1~pu WE sm AKYWBFD ~ ~ J:! I 
: 
i,l :\if\ s ·1. Ulll{llM-.! : ., ...................................................................• 
SWEATSHIRTS-SWEATPANTS 
. BEST QUALITY, LOWEST PRICES u RUSSELL ATHLETIC 
SPORTSWEAR 
SWEATSHIRT 18.25 






TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 3 
f.\,nalycical, Inorganic & Physi~al (AIP) Chemistry Le~ture.~ 
The Effect of Reagent Rotat1on rn Gas Phase Reactions, 
by Dr. Howard Mayne, UNH Chemist. Room 1103, Parsons, 
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. Open to the public. 
Men's Swimming-vs. Tufts, Field House, 4 p.m. 
Lecture-"Luscmord: Images of Violence Against Women 
in Twentieth Century German Art." Dr. Beth Lewis, Univ. 
of California at Los Angeles and the College of Wooster, 
Ohio, Room 218, Paul Arts, 7:30-9 p.m. 
Men's Basketball-vs. Boston University, Field House, 7:30 
p.m. 
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 4 
Men's Hockey-at Providence 
Women's Basketball-at Northeastern 
Women's Ice Hockey-at Dartmouth 
Wrestling-vs. Plymouth State, Field House, 7:30 p.m. 
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 5 
Latin American Film Series-"Missing," starring Jack Lemmon 
and Sissy Spacek. Auditorium, Murkfand, 7 p.m., $1 admission. 
MUSO Film-"The Trip to Bountiful." Strafford Room, MUB, 
7 and 9:30 p.m., students $1, general $2. 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 6 
Last day to add courses without Dean's approval and without 
$25 late add fee. 
Last day to drop courses, or change to audit, without $25 
per course late drop fee. 
Last day to choose Pass/Fail. 
Nicaraguan Guest Speakers-Abraham Lezama, a craftsman, 
Catalina Cortes, a school teacher and university student and 
Ramon Lopez, a seminary director will speak about life in 
Nicaragua. Belknap Room, MUB, 2-3:30 p.m . 
New Hampshire Internacional Seminar-"Household Strategies 
for Coping with the Debt Crisis in Latin America," June 
Nash, City College of New York. Alumni Center, 4 p.m . 
Women's Basketball-vs. Boston University, Field House, 
7 p.m. 
GTE Foundation Lecture Series-Space Technology and Human 
Values, Part I-John Logsdon, Director; Graduate Program 
in Science, Technology, and Public Policy, George Washington 
University. Berkshire Room, New England Center, 7:30 p.m. 
Open to the public. . 
Celebrity Series-Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Johnson 
Theater, Paul Arcs, 8 p.m. 
CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTED TO 
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. 
(Observe deadlines on proper forms) 
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semi- · 
weekly throughout the academic year . Our offices are located m R~om 
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. Business. 
Office hours: Monday - F'riday 10 am - 2 pm. Academic year sl:bscription: 
$24.00. Third dass postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A~v~msers should 
check their ads the first day. The New Hampshire will in no case be 
·responsible for typograph•,:al or ocher errors, but will reprint_ that _p~rr 
of an adverciserrienc in which-a typographical error appears, 1f nouf~ed 
· immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampshire, 
151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 10,000 copies printed per issue 
by Journal Tribune Biddeford, Maine. 
i***************~~!***************} . \~~-: . 
l ~f 1 • ~ * 
• TEACHING OPPORTUNITIES • 
• IN • 
• -NEW JERSEY- • 
• • 
: If reaching has been a dream of yours, but you've thought most doors : * were closed to you, consider New Jersey's Alternate Route to Certification. * * You can teach in our public schools - elementary and secondary · while * 
: earning New Jersey certification. You will have full classroom * · * responsibilities and earn a minimum salary of $18,500 plus benefits. * * A program of after-school instruction combined with the support of * 
: veteran teachers and administrators allows you to become a certified : 
lf- teacher in one year. lf-
lf- • 
·• A r·ecruiter from the New Jersey Department of Education will be * 
: interviewing at UNH on Friday, February 6, and offering an information : * session the evening before. * 
• • lf- If this interests you, please sign up at the Career Office Or drop by i * the Information Session. If you must miss both, wnte us at: * • • 
: .-_.. Office of Recruitment and Placement * 
lt . -=-• · ► New Jersey Department of Education . : 
J 
lf- •, ~ • . 3535 Quakerbridge Road * 
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OTICES . ' 
A~ADE.MIC 
OISCovery MICROCOMPUTER +- CLUSTERS: 
There are .three DISCovery Microc_omputer Clusters 
available to students in Stoke, McConnell, and ,the 
MUB. Students wish_in.g to use either the AT&T 
6300 (H the Macintosh Plus PC must attend <.)r , 
orientaric)n session. Sessions are held daily frorn 
12:30s2 p.m. i,n the Ml)B chfster -(Room 112). Sign:· 
· up _sheers are 'located on the MUB clusre_r door. 
ATHLETICS AND REC REA TlON 
TABLE TENNIS TOURNAMENT: Rosters for 
me~·s and women's single aqd double elimination 
table tennis tou"fnamenr to be held on February 
20 are _q.ue on February 9 at captain's meeting, 
Carroll/Belknap Room, MOB, 6 p.m: 
DYNAMIC DUO NIGHT: Open to UNH stud~nts, 
faculty and staff on February B, Field House, 7:30 · 
· p.m. Couples compete in wacky and fun games. 
Rosters due February 9, captain's meeting, Car-
roll/Belknap, MUB, ts p.m. 
·CAREER 
MANI)ATORY SENIOR ORIENTATIONS: For 
· ·· seni<)rs wanting to interview on-campus or establish 
· a credentials file. No sign-up 'necessary. Wednesday, · 
February 4, 4 -6 p·.m. and Thursday, February 5, 
7-9 p.m., Forum Room, library. 
CAREER PLANNING WORKSHOPS: Need help 
purring your career goals into perspective? Small 
group (limit to 10) workshops are designed to help. 
Sign-up in Room 203, Huddleston. Wednesday, 
February 11 and Thursday, February 19, Room 
203, Huddleston, 4:30~6:30 p.m. 
TEACHER ORIENTATION: for rhos·e who did 
nor attend the <)ne in the fall. Overview of Office'.s 
servi~es, resume writing, job searching interviewing -,--
and credential file service. Thursday, February 
12, Forum Room, library, 4-6 p.m. 
,, 
JOB FAIR: Make employer contacts and hand out 
res·umes to 100 employers represented on Wed-
nesday, February 18, Carr Activity Cemer, Sr. 
An?elm College, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Information: 
862-2010. 
GENERAL 
PIZ'.;aA LUNCHES: Sponsoreci by Non-T-radirional 
Student Center. Pizza for 75¢ · ro $1 ·a slice. Fridays, 
Underwood House, noon to l p.m. 
HUMAN RIGHTS CONDITIONS IN CHILE: 
Sponsored by Amnesty lnternarional. Ellen Grover, 
a UNH student, will present a per,sonal ac;count 
of human rights abuses in Chile and a film "Missing 
Persons" will be shown. Tuesday, February 3, Room 
128, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m. 
EXPLORING SPIRITUALITY DISCUSSION: 
Sponsored by Non-Traditional Student Center. 
An open-ended discussion about the spiritual side 
of life. No expectations, no convincing, n5) 
conversion ... jusr down~ro-earthtalk abour'individual 
concerns and interests . Wednesday, February 4, 
Underwo()d House, 4-5:30 p.m. Information: 862~ 
T.HE COJ\ffINUING ARMS RACE: Sponsored 
PY UNH Society of Physics Students and PFO. Dr. 
. Vera Kistiakowsky, Professo_r Physics, MIT Topics 
to include defense budget, MX, rnidgetman, ASA T, 
· _SDI, chemical and biological weapons, recent 
dev~lopmen.ts. Mond-ay, February 9, Room Ll0l, 
Parsons, 6 p.m, · 
NH'OUTJNG CLUB ARMY NAVY SALE: Various 
military clothing and accessories on ~ale at fantastic 
prices. Monday, February 9 to Friday, Febrnary 
13, Senate/Merrimack Room, MUB, 9 a.m. to5· 
p.1)'1. , ' 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Sponsored 
by Non-Traditional Student Center. Maxim.ize your 
chances uf getting tha~ Job by writing an effective 
. resume. Presente~ by Career Planning and Place~ 
ment. Tuesday, February 10, ~nderwood House, 
1-2 p.m. Registr.i.tion reguird, minimum enrol -
lment of 3. Call 80:? --3G17.. '-. 
HEALTH 
OPEN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: 
Individuals concerne<l about their drinking or drug 
use are welcome: .. Wednesdp.y, ,Wolff House, noon 
to 1 p.m. · 
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS: For 
individuals affecte~j by a 'parent's problein drinking. 
Tht:irsday, Underwood House, 7-8:30 p.m. . · . 
ALCOHOLICS' ANONYMOUS MEETING: Ciosed 
meeting for women concerned about their drinking 
or druguse, Fridays, Wolff House, noon to 1 p.m . . 
SAFE RIDES:_ A service for studen-ts t~'i prov,ide 
safe transportation fo_r drivers under the inOuer;ice 
of alcohol arid/ or drugs and/ or those riding with 
them. Every Thursday, Friday and Saturday, 10 
p'.m. to 2 _a:m. Call 862-1414. · · 
MEETINGS 
NEW TESTAMENT FELLOWSHIP MEETING: 
For worship, teachings, arid fellowship. Tuesdays, 
Roon1 103, Morrill, 7 p.m. Everyone is welcome. 
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB MEEING: FRP, 
:wargames, boardgarnes, AD&D, Travell-@r,<A'v'~fon 
Hill, and many more Ife.tivities. Fridays, Hiflsbo-
rough/Su1llivan Room, MUB, 6:30 r,.rn. · · 
COMMITTEE ON CENTRAL AMERICA MEET-
ING: A Nicaraguan slide show and dicusssiori on 
current events. Tuesday, Feb . . 1, 6-7 p.m: Merrima~k 
Room, MUB 
RED CROSS STUDENTS COMMITTEE MEET-
ING: Discussion of upcoming blood drive. For 
students interested in preparing or working at 
site. Tu<'?sday, February 3, 12 Dover Road, Durham 
(next to foreign car garage). Call 868-2753 after 
8 p.m ., for more information. 
NHOC OPENING MEETING: Find out about the 
exciting trips that will be happening this semester. 
T~10se with deposits will be able to sign up for 
tnps, Wednesday, February 4, Senate/Merrimack, 
3647. . . ' . . . · MUB, 7 p .'m.. 
TIME MANAGEMENT WORKSHQP: Sponsored 
by Non-Traditional Student,Center. To help non-
traditional students choose and m,anage academic 
priorities and still have full and balanced lives. 
Presentd by TASk Center. Monday, February 9, 
Underwoc)d House; 3-4 p.m. lf:1formation: 862-
3647. 
NOTICE INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMIT-






Seattle FilmWorks has adapted Kodak's profes-
sional Motion Picture film for use in your 35mm 
camera. Now you can use the same film -with 
the same microfine grain and rich color 
saturation-Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect for everyday 
shots. You can captu.re special effects, too. Shoot 
it in bright or low light-at up to 1200 ASA. 
What's more, it's economical. And remember, 
Seattle FilmWorks lets you choo~e prints 9r 
slides, or both, from the same roll. 
Try this remarkable film today! <t> t986 SFW 
UNH STUDENT_PEER GROUP MEETING:.This 
group is designed to meet the need of disabled 
students attending classes _at UNH as will as 
problems that may be encountered with campus 
environment .. Thursday, Febr_uary 5, Room 19, 
Hamilton Smith, 12:30-1:30 p.rn . · 
ITIES, ROOM 322, MUB. (Observe deadl'ines 
on ro er forms) · 
~--~--~-----~---~ FREE Introductory Offer 
D RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls o{Kodak 
MP film for my 35mm camera. I'd like a 2-roll 
starter pack including Eastman 524 7® and 
5294.® Enclosed is $2 for postage and handling. 
100% Satisfaction Guaranteed 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
CITY STATE ZIP 
Mail to: Seattle FilmWorks, 500 3rd Ave. W. 
P.O. Box 34056, Seattle, WA 98124 CODE 
Kodak, 524 7 and 5 294 are trademarks of Eastman Kodak Co. Seattle 
. F::W:;s~ w~ly = a:.e ~ m .: .. :t:t::r..:;.oc.: ~ N! • 
-------USNH:-..-------
. (continued f~om page 3) 
grams, t~lking with deans,. de-
partment personnel and trus -
tees, and providing guidance on 
how the · program,s will help 
students. She will help m<!.ke 
sure it is the best possible 
program, looking at how it will 
affect the state as a whole, . and 
she will suggest adaitions, pro-
vidirtg what she- called _."inditect 
help." 
· as generic nursing. This is one 
. of the changes she would like 
to see. 
"We're in a time of tremend-
ous .change," she said. As the 
needs of people change and 
students get older, different 
types of programs are needed . . 
Noyes said, "I think it's a 
wonderful operation"·with "tre-
mendous poten~ial." However, 
there is "room for additional 
changes." For insta:nce, she said, 
USNH ''.does not offer ·a lot of 
allied health programs," such 
Noyes has a B.A. and Master's 
degree in German fa.nguage and 
literature from Middlebury Col-
lege, a Master's and Doctorate 
degree in education, and a minor 
in English; · 
She lives in Shirley, Massa-
chusetts, where she is - town 
moderator and a member on 
several boards of trustees. 
------RAINEY----
was life-giving." 
<continued from page 1) 
· morning at the Strafford Baptist 
Church; where Ra,iney was ac-
tively involved.' · 
Rainey lived in Center Straf_; 
ford; N.H. and was well-loved 
in the community .. In addition 
to his dµties at Philbrook, 
Rainey worked as a volunteer 
fireman. 
The funeral was held Monday 
I 
. Rainey is survived by his wife· 
Sheila, and three sons, Ma.rk 
(UNH 'Class of 1990); Patil, 
Stewart, and a daughter, Susan . . ·. 
--~-HA.ALANo--.....--
<conrinued,from page 1) 
• •Undergradua te research-:- / the importance of the Univer-
Haaland defended his stance on sity to the state .. He said his 
universi,ty research when ques- approach in campaigning for 
/tioned by senator Eliza Iacovelli. funds at the state level had 
Iacovelli claimed the professor's changed from that of "wringing 
research did little for undergrad~ · his h,ands/' to informing the 
uate education, even detractip.g . legislature·of the UNH's im-
professors from performing up portance tO the state. · 
to par. . "I told them ' this is your 
Haaland said this research is University; not a welfare agen-
neccesary for the University in ;,. cy,'' 'H a~lfl: nd sai<;L . . · · ' 
areas such as creating prestige. · This,;i~.ea as, the. U niv~rsity . 
He said this research is helpful as a ·sou:rce: to the state was one . 
for snidents as well because the step iri achieving higher levels . 
information "trickles down." qf support form the state, 
Tl)e goal of the is to become Haaland said. He 'said the riext · 
one. of the top 100 research UNH budget calls for a 34 
universities in . the country . percent increase over the last 
UNH is currently listed at . budget. · 
120th. · '/ · ' · Haaland said one way' to get 
• Centers of excellence_:_ The this· support is by pressure from 
plan calls for additional ·resour- . students on the legi~lature. 
ces for programs which are · '.They (the legislators) know 
unique or very strong at UNH rm goi-ng t.o stand up and say 
so that they can become :··v.ety nice· things
1 
about the U niver-
speciai Centers ofExcellance." sity," said Haaland. "But for yciu . 
. The programs hsted were the to stand up is something dif-
Center for Humanities, Centers ferent." 
for Social Sc\ence Policy and Students For _the University _ 
Research, Biological Sciences chairperson Liz Gibbs i_nformed 
· Program, the_ Institute of Ma- Haaland of her plaµ :to head a 
tine Science and Ocean Engi- letter-writing campaign to the 
neeriri.g, and the Institute for legislature after the senate is 
· the Study of Earth, Oceans, and _ informed . of the budget in detail 
Space. · by ·the Chancellor. 
• Quality of student life~-The Haaland also fielded ques-
plan promises a commitment 
1
tions concerning Public Safety 
to improving residential, recrea- Director David Flanders' recent 
tional, cultural, and other uni-, . University-fµnded trip td China . 
vetsity experien~es. 
It lists a group of advapces 
which have already improved 
the quality of life for students . 
These include the elimination 
of lounge build-up, creation of 
study space, $1 million worth 
of renovation projects for res-
idence halls, and a new advising 
center. 
• Partnership in New Hamp-
shire- This stressed a inter -
dependent relationship-between 
the University of New Hamp-
shire and the state of New 
Hampshire. 
Haaland said he was stressing 
. Studeh·t Activity Fee Organi -
. zation Business Manager Jim 
Griffith said it would be difficult 
for the University to ask the 
sta_te for money if they spent 
it on expenditures such as the 
trip. 
The University has always 
encouraged staff_members to 
"broaden their horizons" Haa-
land said. 
" I t was in that spirit thi~ 
decison was made," he said. 
".Whether or not it (the' trip ) 
will benefit in the short or long 
run- it's too soon to tell." 
·write for 
· T,he New Hamp shire 
I . ' 
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------. SEA GRANT--------
(continued from page 1) 
Mairie have a joint Sea Gran·t Cooperative Extension six years r i,g ht now,'' & b.e. s a.id. 
college program. It is a network ago and, according to Doyle, was Prospective speakers include · 
of marine spedalists that deal irtstrumentaLi n helping starl representatives fro-m the Sport 
with problems related.to mar ine the program. Fishing Institute in Washington 
.business managem_en( ' · __ "This is sort 'of-completing _D.C. and experts from Cornell 
There is also -~ research com- the circle-for him,;'. said Doyle: Universtty involved in sport 
ponent of the Sea Grant Exten~ J'His appointmeqt to the Sea fishing ·studies . 
. sion Ptogram that has 15 to 20 Grant Program will allow hi~ · Donnelly is also compiling 
~ . projects underway at any given to use his skills in Extension · a brochure that will serve as a 
time. According fo Doyle, as the to reach CH1t to a· ne:W audienc_e. guide '-to coastal access points 
results of the resea·rch'become I'm delighted to have him With in New Hampshire, focusing 
avail~ble, the extension. special- us." 1 . on Great Bay. . . . , 
ists "translate'' the information Maureen Donnelly did her "The Great Bay has not been 
, ia.to a form that ·a·-specific . undergraduate work in recrea- a highly publicized area," Don-
marine related group can use. tion management at the Uni- . nelly said. "Not many people ' 
"They use ,the 'resources at _ the veisi•ty of Waterloo in Ontario. · know about all frs access ·points." 
University and branch them out- She got her master's in the same The bro.chu·re, which Donnelly 
to the community," Doyle .said. field at the University of Ma- said will he published this spring 
Knowles received both his ryland and continued there to or early summer, will detail 
bachelor's and master's degrees receive her doctorate in social where the public can fish, swim, 
in forestry from UNH.- He has psychology. Her backround is, and launch boats along the 
been with the cooperative ex- in natural resource manage-. seacoast and adjacent estuaries. 
tension program since i962.· · ment, with an emphasis on In reference to Donnelly's 
Knowles will be working as ;rn attitudes and behaviors in re- position in.·the Extension pro-
extension s.pe_cia:list in Rock- creation. . . . , . . gram; Director Brian Doyle said, 
ingham and Strafford counties. Donnelly came to UNH this "Her backround is very good. 
According _ to. Doyle, Knowles fall. "I love it," she said. '.Tm We feel fortunate she has been 
will deal with the business priginally from Toronto and hired." 
management end of the exten- Maryland was not my cup of The addition of Donnelly and 
sion which involves commercial tea." Knowles to· the Sea Grant Ex-
fisherman, aquaculture,' charter Donnelly is organ_izing the tension Program at UNH is one 
boat owners, and marinas. , sec;ond annual sportfishing fo- of both experience and enthu-
. '.'Basically he will pe, wqrking - rum that wiU take place next siasm. "I: as a program leader, 
with individuals making a living ,, fall It is an 'attempt to get area am delighted that we are, able 
on the coast,'-' said Doyle: , fi,sherman together. 'Tm in the to hire two such knowledgeable 
, Knowles conducted a needs process of obtaining speakers and capable pe~ple," saidDoyle. 
assessment survey of the UNH 
,WANTED 
i:Jlf.g/J~fit}li\¥/l¢ii$ to represent UNH on Feb. 21-22 at the 
Associ~tl;~s ci College Union International Tournament 
(ACU-I) which will be hosted by Boston U ~iversity (all 
expenses paid). You must be a full timeUNH under-
grad/ grad student with a G.PA of 2.0 or better. 








available at UNUMITED 
Hair And Skin Care For The Family 
35 Main St. ·Durham · 868-7051 
Thurs. and Fri. 8-8 -Saturday 9-4 _ 
~~~! 
i .DEP ARTa,tENT § 
! Accepting app/ic~fins to the major. I 
l o:::::::ti~o: i~Ji:~~a~; 2:~::~:t.ed ! 
I 
-Applicationgljbrms ?nd information 'j • · 
' 
sheets iltitrlfailable in th€ Psychology I 
J.Dfti,9~\k:~ ;hen t 11-3, .. 
i . :,; '.fffei3it~f,d~ts~nf Cent8r, · ~ . 
Gr LLJ 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . . . 
~ L...... L ..... -
On Tuesday and Thursday night _ 
MUB Night Grill will be serving-h_ot entreesl 
Tonight _ 
· STUFFED SHELLS AND GARLIC BREAD 
Thursday 
BEEF BURGUNDY AND NOODLES 
ALL FOR ONE L.OW PRICEH~ 
NIGHT GRILL WILL BE 
OPEN ON FRIDAYS, STARTIN·G 
FEBRUARY 6th . 
Start Your 3:30-7:30 
and let the N· Weeke 
'Qht Griff fix nd right 
sorneth. 
ing JUst for Your 
. .. 
. . -
. . . 
-~:t~f ············-··········••111••·····································••ct••··~·························:···· 
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Schools a~kfor help in · aluminum _can collection 
By Barbara Gilbert 
Oyster River Elementary 
School will host the second 
pickup of aluminum· cans for the 
new aluminum can recycling 
project on Friday, Feb., 6 (rom 
8 a.rn. to 4 p.m. and Saturda'y, 
F~b. 7 from 9 a.m. to l p.rn. _ · 
Since the •beginning of the 
school y{'.ar, Oyster River Ele~ 
mentary arid Middle · School 
students, along' with parents and 
teachers, have -been collecting 
aluminum cans and selling them 
to New Hampshire Distributors 
.. Inc. for one ·cent a can with a ._ 
· foll .five ce9t return on_ any out 
. of state -cans with a deposit. · 
The idea for the fundraiser 
came froi:n the need for a moner 
maker and the desire to avoid 
typical selling projects. Diana 
Carroll, parent volunteer who 
originally suggested the project, 
said "We were tired of fundrais-
ers that featured the. selling of 
useless products. It got tQ the 
point where people were -'more 
· willing to simply donate money ' 
than to haye another potholder 
lying around. Th)s way we are visiting artists and authors who 
doing something far more useful will set up workshops and 
for the community." special projects. It is expected 
Obviously, •the can collection Sculptor Norman Bridwell will 
is use_ful because it cleans streets,_ work with students on a sculp-
and sidewalks . But it is also ture to be placed in the school 
interesting to note each time as a memor-ial to their hard work 
a can is recycled, 97 percent of and dedication. 
the energy that it would take The drop off point for this 
to make a- r,iew can is preserved. week's pickup is the Oyster 
According to Carroll, the River Elementary School. The 
• •••••·•••••••••••••••••••••'••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••-: students have been very enthu- Don Thompson Real Estate 
• - • siastic about the project. In the Agency has donated the trans-
·•:• ' A,_ PPLI·C· AT.ION·. s .AVAILABLE'_ p·o~." : first collection in November, portation necessary to bring the • the students brought in roughly · cans to the distributors in 
: 40,000 cans, grossing ahout Concord. There are also boxes 
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: • the 25 top contributors. cans can be· in any condition, 
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r SalNDIN~JI~! 
INF_OR·MATION MEETING AND SLIDE 
PRESENTATION. ON THE COLLEGE YE.1fR 
IN SCANDINAVIA PROGRAM 
with Executive Director Dr: William Hoffa 
Where: Adams Room, CIP-NEC Ad. Bldg. 
When: Thursday, Feb. 5, _1987 at 3:00 to 4:30 
Who·: Any student interested in an exciting year 
abroad ON CAMPUS CONT ACT: 




24 DICKINSON STREET, AMHERST, MA 01002 
Program 
• I 
.. Your Future 
.With 
Pratt & Whitney : 
. -
You've spent your college years b~coming the best you 
can be. Now you're lookingfor a career to n1ake all that 
effort worthwhile. Perhaps you should consider . 
Pratt & Whitney. 
· As~ world~ide leader in advanced jetai_rcraft engine : 
development, Pratt & Whitney has a n~rnber of imme-
diate openings for Engineering qr Coinputer Science . 
graduates seeking an aerospace career. ·.; 
Pr¥ltt & Whitney -is a company·that wi~l recognize you1: · 
... potrntiaLAnd develop it in one of the following areas: 
Engineering Graduates: _ 
■ Research & Development 
■ M3:mufacturing a 
■ CAD/CAM/CIM 
' . 
Computer Science Graduates,: 
■ Business Applications 
■ Scientific Applications - · 
■ Systems 
As a member of the Pratt & Whitney team, yo11'1l be 
involved in the design, development, and manufacture 
of aviation gas turbine engines. And work with some of 
the most advanced computer .systems in the world, 
including: IBM Mainframes, DEC VAX Systems, and 
Worldwide Data Communications Networks. Pratt & 
Whitney also offers formal training programs to enhari~~ 
and expand your career. ' -
For an interview on campus, contact your placement _ 
office today. Or send your resume to: Max Fentress, 
Manager College Relations, ·Pratt & Whitney, 400 Main 




An Equal Opportunity Employer 
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Logsdon to give space lecture 
By Kathleen W ~rde 
Educating the public on space 
technology is the main purpose 
·of the four _ lectures planned for 
this semestei; by Professor Yu-
taka· Yamamoto of the philo -
sophy department at U:t::,JH. 
The frrst lecture, entitled 
"Space Technology: A Histor~ 
ical Perspective" will be given _ 
by John Logs~on from George 
Washington University. 
Logsdon is the director of the 
graduate .program in science, 
technology, and public policy. 
He is also the author and editor 
of books that deal with space 
and its advancements. 
. Logsdon has . served a:S a 
consultant to the United Na-
tions, National Science F~un-
dation, Department of State, '. 
and Environmental Protection 
Agency; and on the earth science 
and history advisory committees 
of NASA. 
_ The historical aspects 0: this 
lecture will cover important 
issues that occurred between 
1957 and 1984. Also to be 
discussed is how history 'has 
affected the contex of U.S.-
Soviet competition. 
As a nation we have watched 
. space technology grow from 
putting the first ·man on _the 
, Serving the U1!iversity since 1978 
T-Shirts 
• Ho_oded Pullovers• Totes• Baseball.Caps 
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Apro_ns • Custom Designs 
Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items 
In-House Art Dept 
603/431 -8319 
3131 Lafayette Road (Rte 1) . Portsmouth. N.H 
-l;laczbdk [:l:!1 
Becauselife is not a spectator sport" 
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· moon to a well-inte~ded but 
unsuccessful, attempt at la~nch-
ing the · Space Shuttle Chal-
lenger. As technology expanded, 
so did society's interest. Since 
the Challenger tragedy the 
· public now dem.ands more than 
a quick newsflash ~o satisfy their 
intellectual curiosity_. · 
Technological advances can 
seem overwhelming a.nd per-
. plexing if not fully understood. 
By educating ourselves about 
space and its numerous advances 
. it will become easier to accept 
,the changes that are continually 
happening around us. · 
/ Logsdon' s lecture will take 
place Feb. 6 at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Berkshire Room at the New 
England Center.,Th.is talk is free 
,and open to the 'public. 
George Washington University_ professor-John Logsdon will 
be lecturing Feb. 6 on space technology. (News Bureau photo) 
STUDY IN EUROPE 
Th'e University of Louvai ri -(est. 1425), Leuven, Belguim off.ers 
· Complete programmes in Philosophy for the · 
degrees -of B.A., M.A., and Ph.D plus 
_ a J9:.mior 'year ~broa~ programme . 
0 
.. ~+.,;/4. 
All courses. are in En_gllsh · _ . #1·· ~'la 
Tui t ion is 14,500 Belgium Fr~nks ( ± $250) f ; 
Write t~: Secr~tary Engl_ish P_rogrammes '}. J 




. UNH GRADUATING·SENIORS: 
If you are inter~sted in a career opportunity that will allow you to stay in the . 
Northeast-; while working for a fast-paced, dynamic· company, tAen you · may 
want-to talk with us. · 
.We're Hannaford Brqs. Co., a retailer, doing over $800 millionin annual sales 
with a track· record of continued, outstanding' growth. Our current marketing 
territory is Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Nevy York. 
Aimed 9t developing promising i_ndividuals intp seniormanagers, our Retail 
Management Training Program is thorough, intensive and demanding. Only a 
few top cal.iber people are chosen each year to join this fast-track program. The 
University of New Hampshire has been a good source to us of quality candi-
dates ove·r the last several years. We'd. like to continue that relationship. 
, · To ·qualify for consid~rati6n into th is program, candidates must have: 
· • A four-year college degree 
• 3 .0 or better accumulated grade average 
• bemonstrated leadersh ip -
• Outstanding communication skills 
We are currently scheduli ng interviews for February 18th, where we wi1II be 
recru iting at the New England Center in Durham .-
To arrange for an ·interview, you must send your resume and, if possible, 
col11ege record to u;s for review. We will get back to yoG immediately. 
Hannaford Bros. Co. 
, Corporate Recruiting Offices 
, p o Box 1000 · 
Portland, Maine 04101 
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electronically typed 
$18.50 includes · 
typing, 25 resumes, matching sheets, envelopes 
. . 
THEm \, ~~--
·T ~-· . -- --
....... _ .. sHoP - .. 
1" · STREET PORTS , 
Relax at the private hot tub room rentals!· 
• Showers Dressing Area and Stereo In loch Room • · . 
•Towels & Hair Dryers Furnished •Juices & Disposable Bathin!I Suits Awoilol,1,• . 
L • I ' I • t I I I : ILE 
• . I ·. I I 
. . I . • -
2 F D * 1 .. ,uK ~-·· · I ... ••• II -~ t11 , 11 • •• t I ' ♦ •R ... ~ .• ion·-···· __ .J L. . • 11,f ' -ds hcluded 
ll(S(RYATIONS R(COMMEND(D .31 -0994 
( Valentin's Gilt mlilicates Available ) · 
o,.._12 ""!'·_...., 'ti 2 , ••. n .... Fri. & Set.· uo10203a7 -
(later., .,,..,..nt) 
, W'rite news for 1JIE NEW HAMPSJIIRE and have your 
· · name ih print 
\. 
TO'ALL UNDECLARED LA 
·- STUPENTS . 
~ 
. .,':' ,· ... ·. · 
"' -~-
_· . ... t .... 
· Needs A Logo 
Let your itnagination so~r 
and 
bring your entry . 
1n person 
to 
the l! niverSity Advising Center 
Murkland, Rtn 111 
by 
March 1, 1987 
'// 
Gf and Prize: a gift certificate f o,t the New England Center ! · · 
r . 
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Smith Hall enjoys 
cultural evellts 
By Joel D . . Zenie at;1d lea·rn from them, Nelson 
, Smith Hall Day was a success- said. . 
fol attempt in creating a culter- _ U niquenes~es include hearing 
ally upb.eat international -day, , · internationfl;l news from _a· stu-. 
according to.Suzie Gruber, crea- dectt'.who Eves in that country . .' 
tor and organizer of last Satur- ·· It _has a lot i:nore meaning than 
days' event, hearing it on the television, said 
The day .began wit,h a brunch .Nelson. 
for 80 pedple'.-~tuderits _d1vided•' Nelson mentioned that he · 
into groups and.discus£ed grow- was- r~ally touched when he saw 
ing up cross-cu·lturally . ~Th __ e a srudenf. phoning overseas to 
event progres$ed ini:o a festive home. 
dinner at Std.lings Dining Ha'U : Safdar Abidi, from Pakistan, 
that included 1200 students.. . , has lived in Smith for four years. 
:·1t was i really huge success," It is difficult for him to say how 
said Gruber. "A lot of energy he feels about America. , 
stayed throughout the_pight," The gr~atest thing about 
. sl)e said of.the evening t,alent · 'America, said ~bidi, is "that 
- show which lasted from ? p.m. ·people _can: be recognized as 
to 1:30 a.m. . people wirho~t attachments of 
1 "It was a potpourri oftalent," fanfrly .or anybody else mvolved. 
said Gruber. The taleht 'Show ... Howeve,r, Abidi has many 
featured ·Gr~e~ ·dancing to a sign disagreements with American ·· 
language "singing''. of Simo:n , politics. He said that 'American 
and Garfunkel's "Sound of Si - - politics lack sensitivity and 
Smith Hall sponsored Smith Ha!I Day, which -was described a~ "a culturally 9pbeat international 
.day." (D~bbi_e Corcoran photo) ,. 
Ience." knowledge towards anything 
Smith has been the interna- that i:s outside of America. --------------------------~-------------~--, 
' tional hall at UNH for the past "I think America's a suitable 
. four years. - · ·· environment to learn a lot about 
Steve Nelson,. Smith Hall yourself as an individual," said 
director, describes the atmos - Abidi. " 
phere as open, friendly, and "The thing I like most about 
s_tudious. Smith.is one of the few ._ my UNH currkulum and my 
residence halls that houses department, is that I can ap-
freshmen, sop.homores, juniors proach my teachers comforta-
ahd seniors: Smith residents bly," said Abidi. . 
cannot· be lottedea off campu.s: ·- .. _ i\bidi sa.i9 the _people at Smith 
. . "Smith Hall'-is an exdting ~are cutious, Abidi ·-noticed that 
:- building; with a rich diversity this year, ~ow~ver, people· are 
;, ,of students of all ages," said a ' little_ more. insecure about 
t,sbe~~Lt9.-9 .. ,Ji_eJ~ai;:n~-~~,,<;?.V]..fi;,th_.ing.,._, ,o½,~_R!;_essjng ~heir .Q,Iltuq~ ... , 1•, -, 
new about other people's cul - Everything thar you want to 
tu res, and, h.is own. _ do is at UNH, and you just _have 
There is-' never a dtilrmoment .. to go out arid find it', sajci Abidi. 
in Smith and riQ two days are He will finislY his degree'in civil 
alike . By living in a 'hom,dgen- - engineering, and will get his · 
ized environment, and going . masters degree_ ifl architecture. 
" _ to homogenized classes, most ' He will repun to -Pa_kistan to 
students don't get a chance to work. · 
;, interact with different people 
UNH students were treated to a varied menu during Saturday 
night's International dinner at Stil}ings. (Craig Parker pho~o). , 
~ D=i~~e •. 868-5634 
Vetta Turbo - $79.95 
~,__Monarch Crescent 888 $159 
Nisbiki Sport $239 




Not satisfied with your 
pizza's quality? Call · us 
within 30 minutes after . 
delivery for a free 
pizza or a full refund. 
Return of at least one-
half. pizza required. 
Fast, Fre·e Delivery™ I 
Durham Sli<ipping Cc111cr I 
If you've ever gotten a 
pizza that was cold, or 
late, or just not right, 
you've had a close 
encounter with the NOID'." 
The NOID loves to ru in 
your pizza. You can avoid . 
the NOID: Call Domino's . 
Pizza. You get Fast, Free 
Delivery™ of our quality 
pizza in less than 30 
minutes. Domino's Pizza 
Delivers® the hot, de1i-
cious NOID-proof pizza. 
One call does it all!®. 
Pb,ne: 868-6230 : 868-6230 
I I ' D urham Shopping Cente r I 1 ;· Hours: I : · • 11 a.m.- 1 a.m. Sun.-Thurs. I ' . ® · . . I 11 a.m.-2 a.m. Fri. & S;,r. 
::~: .. •-~ .. -,~---.•~---.. "-·'~ :'· ,,. ,, . . . /. : 
_ ,d~'. \frjVEl~S .c~rryJes~ 'lran,$20:°~ Limited ~eliverfarea. ©1986 Domino's .Pizza. !nc. 
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I *JUNE TRANSFER ORIENT~TION STAFF* 1-
Applfcations and details available at the . . · 
Commuter/Transfer Center, Rm. 136, MUB, 
862-3612 • ask for Andrea or Martha. · 
Dea1line: I:ebruary 6, 1987 
*Great Fun · 
*Great Experience 
*Paid Position 




is -Sponsoring a 
, " 
MIAMI FROM $99 
DAYTONA FROM $149 
NASSAU FROM $399 
. -BERMUDA FROM $439 
JAMAICA FROM $449 
. , CANCUN FROM $499 --
f\tfl · . BOOK. NOW! . . 
'-), DON'T~ LEFt IN TI-E COLD! . ; 
.-.:.-.-: .. ·.·.: ..... ::·.· ... 
AMERICAN Access TRAva. 
MICenlralPat,-,_Salllt'I 
Haaclale.NrllSJD . 
· MUB Table 
TR. Feb~ 5 · . 
8-4. p.m. 




to , be featured in . the ) 987 yearbook. 
' Have your work printed with photo credits and · . 
·. I 
Theme·: The Pulse · 
get paid. · 
. \. 
More Information: Granite Office Rm.125 MUB 
See Lara or piqk up an information.sheet. 862-1599 ·,I> . ''.·.•,•••.'' .. • ,.' ,"·••.·· . . •~• ., .' • ... • • • ... • • - - ~ ,._·.:, : • . . ,. ' ~--• -
' . 
. . . 
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/ , 
LOST 
an opp~rtunity t~ .get a head 
start on your career 
val·uabl,e work ~xperience-for . 
money and_ credit . 
Contact 
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Editorial 
A· matter of representation 
Professor James Weber of the University 
of New Hampshire's chemistry department 
has caused quite a stir among the University 
community. Weber appears in an adver-
tisrpent _ for the Coalition for Reliable 
· Energy. In the advertismen:t, Weber asks 
the public to look at all energy sources 
including coal, gas, hydroelectric, solar and 
nuclear, before reaching a conclusion on 
. the positive or negative aspects of nuclear 
energy, and in essence, the fate of the 
Seabrook nuclear powez plant. 
This is a totally rational request. All of 
the facts regard-ing the Seabrook nuclear 
power plant and nuclear power in general 
must be investigated thoroughly before 
any decision can be reached. 
However, the advertisment is not in-
te11ded to ask people to _ weigh the facts -
it is intended to sway the public opinion 
in favor of the Seabrook nuclear power 
plant. The Coalition for Reliable Energy 
was formed mainly in reaction to over-
-whelming public res pons:e . against the. 
Seabrook plant. This public opposition 
became most evident in the New Hamp-
shire gubernatorial voting 'last November. 
Democratic underdog Paul Mc Eachern 
came closer to beating incumbent John 
Sununu than was expected. The major plank 
in McEachern's campaign was his oppo-
sition to Seabrook. 
In actuality, the Coalition for Reliable 
Energy wants ·Seabrook to·go on line. In 
order to do so, public opinion must changer 
dramatically. Hence, a media campaign 
began, a campaign not _unlike many cam-
paigns agasinst the Seabrook plant. In 
appearing in the advertisment, Weber, be 
it inadvertently or not, · associates himself 
with _the Coalition for Reliable Energy, and 
therefore associates himself with the pro-
Seabrook movement. _, 
This would not cause as much of a 
controversy if Weber wasn~t a prominent 
·mem_ber of the U niver_sity community. It 
could be construed by the public that Weber 
speaks for all U nivei;sity .professors when 
he makes his statement. Frank Pilar, also 
of the chemistry department, wrote in a 
letter to the editor "When faculty speak 
cSn issues such as . the above,· they should 
take great care to i11dicate that th,ey a·re 
speaking as private indiviquals and are not 
.spokespersons for the University." Pilar 
could not be more _ correct. In this case, the -· 
distinction 'was not made, -and it appears 
as if Weber's statements are the general 
opinion of the community of scholars at 
UNH. In fact, they are not. · 
Weber certainly has the right to exprnss 
his pers,onal opinions on any matter. But 
in the future, Weber and anyone else in 
' a similar situation should take more care 
to distance themselves from the remainder 
of the University community. 'In Weber's 
case, it would have saved quite a lot of 
friction. 
·Dukakis 
m~ voters ·overrnmect that law: By 
executive decree, the tiny tyrant 
Dukakis sped the drunk driving 'per 
se' law through to manacle the 
citizens into paddy wagons, to blow 
into an inexact breathalyzer. If the 
: ilie need to utilize all sources of 
energ1 including nudear - is sµch · 
a complex and multifaceted one that 
o( pitch, 238 pounds ot hme, lY/ 
million BTUs of energy. 
· 1nsteaa or · aecrymg wnar we 
caµnot do, let's empower ours~lves 
in what we can .do. Plea.Se save your 
aluminum cans and bring them to 
Oyster River for recycling this 
weekend and also continue saving 
them for our next pick-up in April. 
Thanks!· · 
To the Editor: 
Massachusetts' publicists are 
. hyping a"Governor Michael Pu-
kakis for president" bid, saying New 
HampsJ~ire's· Democratic voters 
support Mr. Tax: for president. Is 
. person refuses by his Constitutional 
. protections, he automatically is 
deprived of his driver's license (or 
a quarter of a year, guilty or not. 
_·the . Democratic party in New 
· Hampshire bouncing boulders off 
· its collective head, or are they so 
confused that they still believe the 
Devil won Daniel Webster and 
they're following '. their fallen An-· 
gel? 
· As the Greek Trojan Horse has 
begun to be carted, primary state 
to primary state, the electorate 
-·-. gobbles the · self-serving press 
• releases as quickly as sa-lted french 
fries, despite the rot which pervades 
these delectables, and threaten your 
health. 
In Massachusetts, where 50 per-
cent of the inner city children are 
dropping out of high school ( thanks 
to forced busing, that Dukakis still 
advocates), Govern.or Dukakis is 
a strong· advocate for killing child-
ren in the womb. In a state where 
· the majority of the peo·ple are 
· devout Chri~tians opposed to such 
heinous crimes as Dukakis advo-
cates, perhaps the worst rub of all 
was his complete disregard for 
democracy in our republic, by 
planting a fellow Greek and long-
time friend and contributor and 
lifelong Democrat Mr. Kariotis, 
whose company was cited for the . -
toxic chemical pollution of a. small 
town, to be appointed by the · 
· outgoing Greek Republican Mas-
sachusetts State Chairman Natsios, 
to be the Republican Party candi-
. date (Kariotis became a Republican 
about a year before). In fact, there 
was only one lifelong Republican 
running for statewide office (aud-
itor). All the rest of the Republican 
slate were Democrats the year 
before. The results ensured Dukakis 
70 pei;cent of the vote, all Repub-
licans lost. 
Civil liberties used to be a De-
mocratic party buzz word, but the 
snake has shed that skin. In Mas-
sachusetts, where D-ukakis de-
manded seat belt ro~d~locks, ,and 
When the Democratic party in 
New Hampshire _Ricks up the 
granite boulders that it has been 
juggling on its head and trots home, 
think about the tiny tyrant in the 
state south of you, who as governor 
has caused Massachusetts citizens 
to flee by the hundreds of thousands 
out of the state of Massachusetts. 
As president, where would the 
nation flee to, fo 'r if you vGte 
Dukakis you can kiss your 'you know 
what' -goodbye. 
America needs freedom and 
liberty. The fact that the delicate 
checks a:nd balances have been put 
out of commission so entirely in 
Massachusetts, with only nine 
percent re&istration as Republicans 
in my district, that the very demo-
cracy of our republic is put in . 
jeopardy. Our nation has enough 1 
problems without adding the tiny 
tyrant for president. 
Markham H. Lyons 
Weber 
To the Editor: 
My personal opinion on situa-
tions su_ch as exemplified by the 
Weber ad encompasses the follow-
ing points: 
1. When faculty speak on issues 
such as the above, they should take 
great care to indicate that they are . 
speaking as private individuals and 
are not spokespersons for the 
University. 
2. In like manner persons with 
· advanced degrees and other qu,al-
ifications which the general public 
may be prone to equate with 
universal wisdom should be ex-
tremely careful to avoid creating 
the impression that they are experts 
in the areas in which they make 
public statements. . 
?· The particular issue in questioq 
· any public d~claration which goes 
no further than indicating either 
its support or its opposition is 
dangerously simpleminded. Such 
an action a,_ppears to be an attempt 
at intellectual intimidation and is 
unworthy of a member ~fa com-
munity of scholars. 
Please note that the opinions 
stated above are JJlY personal ones; 
they are not necessarily shared by 
the University of New Hampshire, 
the ·chemistry department, or even 
by any_ of my colleagues. Also, I have 
no personal expertise which would 
uniquely qualify me to make defin-
itive staements on the above subject. 
· Fra,;ik L. Pilar 
Cans 
To the Editor 
The Oyster River Elementary and 
Middle Schools need lots of all-
aluminum · beverage caris for our 
second collection of our recy-
cling/ fundraising project. Please 
save your cans and bring them to 
the lobby of the Oyster River 
Elementary School (Garrison 
Avenue) on; Friday Feb. 6, 8:00 
a.m.-4:00 p.m., Saturday Feb. 7, 9:00 
a.m.-1:00 p.m. 
Many of us who are concerned 
about our degrading environment 
would welcome an opportunity . to 
eliminate acid rain, hazardous waste 
sites, clean up our air and water. 
Yet, we often feel so out of control 
in these areas--after all what can 
one person do, we say. Even people 
who have banned together to form 
organizations often accomplish far 
less tl:ian they originally hoped for. 
Well, the Oyster River Schools 
aluminum can recycling project will 
not cure many of our environmental 
problems but it can contribute in 
a significant way to a reduction in 
· air pollution, water pollution, and 
. energy savings. 
· To produce one ton of aluminum 
requires: 8,766 pounds of bauxite, 
1,020 pounds of petroleum coke,, 
966 pounds of soda ash, 327 pounds 
Pollutants gerie'fated · include: 
3,290 pounds of red mud, 2900 
pounds of carbon dioxide; 81 pounds 
of air pollutants, 789 pounds of solid 
wastes. 
Recycling of aluminum (rather 
,than new product-ion): can reduce 
energy use by 95 percent with 
similar reductions in water and air. 
pollution., 
Letters to the editor should 
be typed and signed, and 
must include an address 
and telephone number for 
verification. 
Diana C -Carroll 
Coordinatoi; -
Address all mail to: 
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_ &inl I■ I~---~ Qr&m rw~ 
()~ S.a:tinday evening~ dianks m the as.su~e. others. were of th~; same frnme I was walking down Madbury Road · one day and I thought I noticed someone 
familiar. She was 5' 8", blonde hair, 
blue eyes, and she was eating a dish 
of strawberry ice cream that she must 
have purchased at Pistachio's for it 
dripped over her dish continuously and 
the dish looked as if it would never 
become empty. · · . 
I started to think back to my high 
school days. Yeah, that's how Ikriew 
her:· she went to my high school. I began 
to hope that she would not remember 
how immature and perverted I was back 
then, because I really have changed; 
my hair is much.shorter now. We both 
realized that we knew each other, so 
we both stopped walking and started 
to glare at each other. 
"The only.,prohlem with 
white sweats is that 
you. can always pick 
out the choc·alate ice 
cream stains so easily.". 
I didn't even know that she was going 
to school here because surely I would 
have stopped by her room with my 
friends, for she was our prom queen 
. and a varsity cheerleader for three years. · 
There w,1s something different about 
her on that particular day that I could 
not get a firm grasp of. I first glanced 
at her eyes and then I worked my way 
down, hoping to find that different 
-characteristic about her. I finally found 
what was making the girl that always 
stood out from the crowd suddenly help 
her to blend in with the rest of her 
peers. She was wearing the one form 
. of clothing that freshmen start wearing 
once the second or third week of the 
new semester arri.ves: the dreaded 
by Charlie Doody 
sweatpants. . . . . , .. · 
The sweatpants are one of the major 
and necessary school supplies for any 
freshman at UNH. Sweatpants no 
longer mean that one is into aerobics, 
jogging, or just plain stretching out · 
any more .. Nowadays, once they are · 
bought by a freshman within the 
campus area it leads one to -believe that · 
someone has been very unsuccessful 
from staying away from the good old 
ice cream counter and the bread counter 
at all luxurious dining halls. Why sweat · 
pants? Well, mostly because they come 
in more fashionable colors than potato 
sacks. The ever-so-popular. "they make 
me look so innocent''. pink sweats and 
the "they go with everything_" white 
sweats have to be the two .inost 
purchased colors on this campus for · 
females. For males the color is 'Tm 
one of the gang" blue. The 0nly problem 
with white sweats is that you can always 
pick out the chocolate ice cream stains 
so easily. · 
I once was serio'usly thinking about 
how to make some money and the 
financial breakthrough idea .finally hit 
me on the head. I am going to open 
a stand in front of the MUB and sell 
only pink, white, and blue sweatpants. 
I figure that after I sell my first batch 
I might even throw in a few extra bucks 
for quarterback towels. I would includ.e -
these free with every purchase. They 
could be worn in the waist area to help 
die customers wipe-their hands when 
eating those "in between" snacks like 
baqana splits, chocolate eclairs, twin-
kies, or just a 10 oz. bag of Doritos. 
I figure the many freshman may end 
up with the outfit of a quarterback in 
the long run, but they won't have as 
many food stains on her. precious 
sweats. 
So next time you see- a student 
walking around in a pair of sweatpants, 
just think: they may have been a prom 
queen or a typical jock that just started 
to learn what the "freshman fifteen" 
is all about. Or they just may he a normal 
student taking an exercising walk 
. - downtown to Martin's . 
· Tim Tobin is a junior mathematics major. 
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-Dating Skills ... 18 
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for a Mate ... 71 , · · 
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How to Cope with o ·Broken 
Relationship._.:83 · 
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Apple Hi// Chamber Ensemble 
Provides a Fine Performance 
By Deborah J Robinson variety of composit_ional styles 
Despite the snowy conditions, which must have pleased those 
there was a good turnout for -with a more unconventional 
Saturday night's Celebrity Series taste in serious music 
opening concert by.the Apple The initial discordant duet 
Hill Chamber Players. The bet~eeri piano and violin creat-
Johnson Theater was about ed instant tension, but was soon 
three quarters full, and if nothing followed by all the musicians 
else, no one could have left in a sometimes light, sometimes 
without hearing something heavy harmonal passage. This 
pleasing to the ear at le~st once. evolved into a middle section 
·The selection of music, Boe- where the tango rhythmn could 
cherinj, Dvorak and Street was be heard. This section then 
'cliverse enough to please eve- evolved into a final part that 
ryone's taste. Not surprisingly, combined the recurrent themes 
each piece was performed well of the first two. 
enough to allow the listener to At times Street's piece 
enjoy the music as much as the · sounded like a movie sound-
group playing. track, and I imagined a story that 
. PAGE SEVENTEEN 
/ 
The Apple Hill Chamber developed with tl;ie sounds. At 
Players opened _with Boccheri- other times the music simply 
ni's String Quartet in C major. told a story in and of itself. 
·Boccherini's classical style was The praise for the final piece, 
sure to please those with a more Dvorak's Piano Trio inf minor, 
conventional ear, but they did comes from a listener who once 
not bring out the diversity and · did not enjoy Dvorak much. To 
depth of character in the music like this piece, one only had to 
until the final movement. It was appreciate mus·ic that is per-
not poor, but it was not out- formed exceptionally well. ·· 
standing either. However, the These musicians understand 
first piece in a concert is usually Dvorak so well the music comes 
not the best, and Saturday alive and one cannot help but 
proved to be no excepion. e_njoy it. The skill of the three 
The Apple. Hill chamber ensemble and composer Tison Street· provided a good combination 
of original music and interesting interpretation at the -Johns~ri Theater Saturday night. (Martha 
The switch in the original musicians, Anthony Princiotto _ 
progam order worked to the on violin, Paul Cohen on cello, 
advantage of the players as the and Robert Merfeld on piano 
second and most looked- transcended the many technical 
forward-to piece 11:0 doubt hurdles· within the music and 
. needed some kind of prepara- played with their highest level 
tion. Tison Street's "Dark Tan- of communication and under-
gos" was fascinating to listen standing. They were able to let . 
to. There was an incredible . the music speak for itself. 
Swope photo) -
Newbury Street Players -
will do Vogue Magazine 
receive are about Central Amer-
ica and South Africa right now. 
The Press is getting a large 
number of stories from people 
who vacationed in N.icaragua, 
,but as' Lydia put it "two weeks 
in Nicaragua doesn't make you 
an expert." 
According to Lydia, the issue 
of corp9rate divestment of funds 
from South Africa is an impor-
tant topic, but it shouldn't be 
the total focus for social pro-
tes tors. Because a company . 
divests does it make them a good 
company? UNH divested, "does 
it mean UNH is moral, UNH 
is anti-racist? Give me a break. 
How many black peopJe are 
there .at UNH?" 
The strength of Lydia's pol-
itical conviction is not dilluted 
- in the coritent of -/ Read about 
my Death in Vogue Magazine. 
"I'm not interested in exploring 
the male psyche," she says. 
script with a text that left room 
for improvisation. 
The cast would meet at noon-
time the same day of the show 
and satirize actual news events. 
Something like Saturday Night 
Live, this living newspaper 
would be performed at 11 :00 
p.m. after the main show ended. 
Mad Dogs ·and Other Rabble 
is about the notion of white 
Anglo-Saxon Protestant super-· 
iority, and the only play that 
Lydia remembers which wasn't 
that well received. Unlike Mad 
-Dogs, I Read about my Death 
in Vogue Magazine has been 
running at 565 Boylston Street 
since November 1, of 1986. It 
was just extended another eight 
weeks by popular demand. 
Playing the generic part of 
"the woman who writes plays 
·Members of th·e Newbury Street Players will be performing a new play by Lydia Sargent 
i~ the Granite State room of the MUB on Thursday night. (Newbury Street Play~rs photo) _ The Newbury Street Players, 
of whom Lydia is the elected . 
president, have performed her 
plays: The Living Newspaper, 
A Room of Her ()wn, Working, 
an adaption of Footholes, Daugh-
ter of Ear'th, Mad, Dogs and 
Other Rabble, and her latest 
production I Read about my 
Death in Vogue Magazine. ' She 
is currently writing a new 
adventure trilogy about a char-
acter called Leslie Dare. · 
· and .... ," Lydia is ~ part of the 
seven women ensemble. She is 
not the star of her own show, 
but rather she is a working 
member amusing herself with 
the diversity of her audience 
.while selling ticke.ts at the door 
as well. 
I .Read about my 
. Death in Vogue Magazine 




Feb. 5, 7 P.M. 
By Cindy Mathieson 
'·'I don't have a mentor, I was, 
inspired by the times I was in," 
said Lydia Sargent when asked 
who influenced her-most. Ly-
dia's source of inspiration high-
lights the collaborati-ve1 ap-
_proach she takes when working 
at the South End Press or 
writing and producing political 
dramas. 
As a major in English Drama 
at Mt. Holyoke _college Lydia 
cultivated her writing and acting 
skills, and developing an inter-
est in political and social issues. 
These issues became the focus 
of her latest of six plays, / Read 
about my Death in Vogue Mag-
azine, a play th.at will be per-
formed at the MUB 'this week. 
After college Lydia became 
a-housewife, married in 1963 
and "had three children instant-
ly," but everything changed 
somewhere around 1969 when 
"people started questioning-an 
entire governm~nt about a war." 
Lydia got a divorce, joined the 
anti-war movement staff in 
1971, apd became a supporter 
of the Women's Movement. 
"Four years later The Press 
happened," a collective firm 
where everyone has a part in 
magazine production from be-
ginning to end. There is no 
hierarchy "because by collec-
tively we mean there are no 
·bosses ba~ically," it is one person 
one vote. 
"We try to do things that are 
timely and politically impor-
tant," Lydia said, not-ing that 
the majority of manuscripts they 
"-Anything you've ever want-
. ed to do on stage you can put 
it in" when you write·your own 
plays. Th~ Living Newspaper 
was political satire based on a 
The figurative death being 
described in I Read about my 
Death in Vogue Magazine is the 
death of the identity of the 
Women's Movement and the 
substitution of a Vogue image 
· for women. As Lydia Sargent 
emphasizes, "There may be 
some hot times left" for the 
Women's Movement, and if she 
has anything to do with it the 
movement will remain alive. . 
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Little -shop ... 
By Laura Pompeo 
Frank Oz's The Little Shop 
of Horror's is a silly film version 
of the Broadway musical of the 
same name, originally produced 
by Miles Goodmap.. It stars Rick 
Moranis, Vincent Gardeqia, and 
Ellen Greene, and costars SteiVe 
Martin as the masochist turned 
dentist. }'he film is very funny, 
sometimes tedious, but definite-
ly strange. 
Little Shop of Horrors. The title 
also applies to the sometimes 
overly ridiculous tone of the film 
as a whole. Ridiculous is funny, 
but overly ridiculous can be 
tiresome. 
t;Jl}~l¥f f.~:;1I{~ '1111 
formers around, both add their 
two bits to the film. While their 
quick one line.rs may be funn 
the singing episodes are some-
times a bit tedious. 
Rick Moranis plays a bes-
peckled you,ng man working in 
a flower shop on skid row who 
su(fers from low self-esteem and 
a lack of personality, typical of 
many of his performances. 
However, wish a little help from 
a talking and singing plant he 
build,s his career and attracts 
the woman of his dreams, played 
by Ellen Greene. Her role as a 
flighty, naive blond is both 
disappointing and annoying. 
Her High, squeaky voice- is 
All the while the main char-
acters are starry-eyed and sing-
ing "will they ever notice the 
three .colored women who pop 
out of nowhere to dance and sing 
back-up?" The music is constant 
throughou_t, al)d probably the 
movie's best asse_t. The lyrics 
are humorous, outrageous, . and 
som~times shocking, like when 
·· enough to make one cringe in .. , 
horror and block one's ears. · 
the infamous plant, the Audrey 1,,,,,,,:c:,,,,,,,,:c:,,,,,,,,,M,:-:' 
Two, sings back to Moranis. 
There .is something' very funny 
about this film even though it 
occasionally lapses , into the 
ridiculous and even 'tired. How-
ever, the visual effe~ts are}un 
and, in combination with d;i,e 
lyrics, make up for the absurd· 
••j 
Moranis' act is believable 
even if _his character is pathetic. 
Although he increases his 
wealth by exploiting the plant, 
he is at the same time creating 
an unforseen nightmare ·in the 
same flower shop, thus approp-
riately _deeming the film The 
, e · · : e e rny eries wt . e contrnue wtt t e per ormance o t e rp eus c am er 
-l; ·. · · · in the s Friday at 8 P.M. Am,o ,ng ,the pieces to be performed 
· ch's Su stra in C major and Mo*ait1s Concertp-N'o: 4 for horn 
tra in s are available at the MltB !ti£ket office. and,.at •th~oor 
i I • j \ ~ ' i / r • ; : r l • '. , t I ) 
ance ni . ... . er photo) · _. 1 : ' ·, '· , ,,. • -i -:'· 
, , ; ', ' • • , ! l1 ' 
Red Box 
ua .. -m.,,,:i!tli!\t,~: 
The Circle and the Square . REbllC1Mlf£Clt,cl.t &THESQ\ll\RE ;;;:~!E= 
Sire Re.cords ':• .· 
By Arthur Lizie 
The Circle and the Square, the 
-debut album from London's Red 
Box, is a biza.r_re -assemblage of 
_ neo-folk, Broadway camp, and 
· modern tec_hno-pop. These 
strange musical bedfellows en-
joyably mesh under a mixture . 
of lush instrumentation ·a:nd 
imaginat'i.ve vocal effects. · 
Red Box is a two rpan team 
of v9calist/ acoµstic guitarist 
Simon Toulson. Clarke ·and pro- . song (children's in music only), 
grammer/woodwind player Ju- and "Heart of the Sun," a 
lian Close. The duo is augment- . Thompson Twins-like harmon-
ed by a long list of mostly ic bash. ' 
unknown sidemen: The two main problems with 
Songs worth a listen from the the album are it's lack of _cohe-
eleven song disc include "Ban- sion, due, to the fact that it is 
tu," kind of like the Talking mostly a collect10n of singles, 
Heads performing a Rogers and and the striking similarity be- , 
'Hammerstein song and dance tween some of the songs. 
nµmber, and "Lean on Me", on There s~ems a slight chance 
which the band's occasional that a band such as Red Box will 
McCartneyisms-are most appar- never be heard from again. The 
eµ~. , 
1 
• •i • .. Cirr;le and the Squareis worth 
. AJ~o ·enjoyable:are'"For Amer- · a lis·ten while the band is still 
icat\~ '~in~, ~~?gy,1d~il_dren' s folk around. · · 
'. ''.t\t:1 < :'' i:;,:: ; ,,,,:, \ ' .,,, •.. . . ,:• 
/ 
,, 
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GET INVOLVEDI · · 
. · ~ftlYJ@J@rroft · . ;~ 
~[fin) [b)~~~©IcdJ@[j .... 
. ·. · .. (C(Q)lU]{n)©fl ~ .• . . , ' . 
U_ni~~rsi_ty of Ne~ Hamp~t:lire 
Come to.~. -. · 
·the Student Ambassado'r·c:ouncU·: .· 
· · · 1nformati~n· Night. . - · 
February9 
6:00-8:00 p·.m. , 
Elliot Al-umni ·center 
Coffee and Dessert_ wilt' be se.rved. 
An .informal opportunity for the . 
interested students ·w find out about 
· the · SAC program .,The Student 
Ambassador C01.i ntil is a link be-
tween undergraduat_es; administra-
tion and UNH ah,1mni. Applications· 
foe SAC will be _available at the: 
Information Night., Ai l interested _ 
students are w.ekome afid encour-
age.cl to attend! 
,-_-. ] :•_,_. __·_:_,:·.··- · ',,\. 
;,'' 
J.,_ ., f 
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WHEN YOU LEA VE SCHOOL, 
. HEAD' UPSTREAM - TO STATE STREET. · 
If you•~ Ii~~ to get yo'ur feet ~et ~ith a position that offers.solid a~vance~ent · 
potential, start-your career off right at State Street We have unmediate, full time 
. opportunities that will get you into the swim of things right from the start 
Accountants 
You'H work with computer systems and_ be responsible for daily cash · 
management and trial ba'Jances; contr~J and administer the Mutual Fund's 
assets, liabilities and income for daily security investment transactions; . 
-and monitor safekeeping securities and corporate actions, settle trades and 
provide portfolio reporting. To qualify, you'JI ~eed to be a detail oriented 
individual with good communication and organizational skills. A minimum 
of 2 years' full charge bookkeeping experience or 2 Ye?rs of accounting in a 
degree program is required. 
State Street-6ffers comprehensive benefits .program including l 00% tuition 
coverage for career,-related courses of study. ... . 
- Dive Right In~ 
Stop in at oilr North Quincy personnel office any weekday - free parkinl 
is available and we're just two blocks from the MBTA. If you prefer, mall 
your resume to Margarete Kolis, S,tate Street Bank and Trust Company, 
1776 -Heritage Drive, North Quincy, MA.02171. · 
· . An equal opportunity employer-






Tuesday Feb-3· 7:00-10:00 p.m. · 
Wednesday Feb 4 ·7:00-10:00 p.m. 
'Thursday ·Feb '5 L0:00-? 
CATCH--THE PHI-LING 
ALPHA PHI 
_22 Garrison Ave I 
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• Basic _System -_ $725·'~ 




Hours: M-F 9 to 6 pm 
Sat. 10 to 4 pm · 
THE COMPUTER LAB . 
66 Third St., Dover; N.H . 
. 742-2902 
"IBM is a registered trademark - -
of IBM, Corp. · < 
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IT HAS BECOME NECESSARY TO IN.VO KE· A SNOW 
'·REMOVAL EMERGENCY R:R·OGRAM TO CLEAR THE · . 
. SNOW FROM THE OVERNIGHT SECTION OF LOT A, 
.-· L·OT·s E, El AND T.HE QUAD. -
YOUR ASSISTANCE AND COOPERATION IN FOLLOW-· 
ING THE BELOW LISTED SNOW REMOVAL SCHEDULE · · 
WILL A·ssIST THE SNOW REMOVAL CREW AND IS: 
GREATLYAPPRECIATED. . · ~ . 
- THE ,DESIGNATED OVERNIGHT .. · 
.•. SECTION OF LOT A WILL .BE . 
CLOSED 'FOR SNOW REMOVAL , -
ON WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 
4,· 1987 AT 10~·00 P.M. UNTIL 
. THURSPA Y, FEBRUARY 5, g1987 
AT 7:00 A.M. 
THE COMMUTER SECTION OF 
LOT A MAY BE USED FOR OVER-
• , I, ' ,.) ' --
.. NIGHT PARKING WHILE THE 
OVERNIGHT SECTION IS , 
CLOSED. 
LOTS E, -El AND THE QUAD 
WILL BE CLOSED FOR SNOW · ·. · 
. REMOVALONTHURSDAY,FEB;_ . ·. 
1l_···uARY .5; ·19s7 AT 10:00 P.M . .. 
UNTIL -~EBRUARY 6, 1987 AT 7 .. ·. 
A.M. -
THE COMMUTER SEGTlON OF · 
LOT B MAY BE USED -FOR OVER .. :1, 
._1.: NIG-HT PARKING WHILE LOTS 
. ·> E', El AND' T,HE Q_.UAD ARE· 
'CLOSED. OVERNIGHT PARK-
IN.G ENFORCEMENT WILL' RE- .. 
SUME QN FEBRUARY~' 1987. . , , 
ALL VEHICLESPARKED'JN THE ABOVE . 
. ' . ' ' - ./ ' . ' 
MENTIONED LOTS/ AREAS DU~ING THE 
SPECIFIED.· s~Now REMOVAL TIME-
FRAMES SHALL BE TOWED.·. 
. . ) . /' . 
. YOUR ASSfSTANCE ANI) COOPERATtON WtlL gf . APPRECtATfl). 
·---· ---------111111111-------------· -~ 
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CLASSIFIED 
Room in Dover needed for a female intern · 
from the Phillipines. Will be arriving Feb. 
8th. Can aff9rd up to $300/mo .. Cofltact / 
AIESE:C office at 862-1972. 
- ---- ---"-
Roommate wanted-female, non-smoker. 
Nice location-Main St. Durham. Furnished 
apt. Call after 5:00 p.m: on weekdays. Ask 
_ for Brenda (603)-964~-8729. 
Hassle-free living in Durham. Two large 
rooms .in house. Free cable TV. No utility 
costs. _$895.00 for the semester or pay 
monthly. 868-9637 or 868-9855. Ask for 
Chuck or Adam. Keep calling ... it's yvorth 
it. 
Personal care attendant wanted for male 
quadraplegic $5 :00/hr., meals included. 
Call after 8:00 p.m. 742-3541 
Work Study Position: Pre-school _teacher 
aide : Monday, Wednesday, and Friday 
mornings 8:30-11 :30 a.m. $5 starting pay. 
Excellent -position for right individual. On 
Kari-yan route . Call Newmarket Rec. and 
Parks 659-563. 
Part-time aerobics instructor: Weekday 
evenings, flex. schedule, $8/h9ur, expe-
rience necessary for fast growing program. 
10 Pin Bowlers to represent UNH on Feb. 
.21-22 at the ACU-1 tournament which will 
_be h_osted by Boston University. (All 
expenses-paid.) You must be a fulltime UNH 
student w/a GPA of 2.0 or better. For more 
info. call Dick Rhodes at (H) 742-8584 or 
(W) 335-4200. 
If you consider yourself the professional 
type and are looking for a summer job that 
calls for responsibility, creativeness and 
, dedication and offers st~dents with a GPA 
of 2.5 or a_bove a minimum savings of -
$3500.00 this could be the job for you. To 
find out if you qualify please call 7 49-9578. 
--Teaching Asst./Grad Student earn up to 
$8,000 I school year in spare time managing 
on-campus marketi'ng programs for For-
tune 500 companies. Write .to: Campus 
Dimensions, 2000 Market St., Philadelphia, 
PA 19103 - Attn : Gene Liechty or call l -
800-592-2121 
For a great summer job 1in June why not 
be a part of the FRESHMAN ORIENTATION 
staff? Applications now available in DEAN 
OF STUDENTS OFFICE. DeadliRe February 
6. 
White Mt -Jobs. Applications available for 
summer trail crew, shelter caretaker, 
volunteer program.staff positions (coor-
dinator, crew leaders, cook). Wage plus 
room and board. Rewarding, challenging. 
Appalachian Mt. Club, PO Box 298, qor-
ham, NH 03581 (603-466-2721): 
THE FAR SIDE 
· Couple needs woman to care for infant 
in our home 20-30 hours/week sta(t.ing 
April. Hours/salary negotiable. (603)644-
287~ . 
Summer work-I am looking for 1 O UNH 
students to participate in a sales and 
management training program. Students 
, selected get to run.their own business, earri 
valuable work experience and average 
saving $3500.00 : Please call 7 49-9578 
for more info. 
Work Study job open in Education Depart-
ment Semester II. $4 .00/hour. General. 
clerical skills : typing, Xeroxing , collating 
and answering telephone are necessary. 
Please apply in person at Morrill Hall. See 
Micki Canfield. 
Personal care attendent wanted . No ex-
perience necessary. Mornings and/ or 
afternoons. Easy work, Great boss. $5/hr. 
Call Dan 692-4764. Evenings. 
Earn $480 weekly -$60 p~r hundred en-
velopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers 
needed for c0mpany project stuffing 
envelopes and assembling materials.~Send 
stamped self addressed envelope to JBK 
Mailcom P._any P.O. Box 25-87 Castaic , 
California. 9131 O 
1980 Renault Le Car. Only 51,000 miles. 
New radials. 38 mpg. Some rust. $650 or 
b.o. Call Lee 207 ~439-3217 
Excellent Tires: Two P185/80R13 Steel 
Radials , Mts., $40/pair. Two 195/60R15 
Steel, $50/pair. One unused 7.00-14 6PR, 
$45. 868-5122 . 
TEAC A-4300. Reel to reel w/auto reverse·. 
Mint condition. $400 or best offer. Call 679-
8161 eve. 
For Sale : '77 Gray Toyota Corolla $850 
br Best Offer. Call 7 42-7101 
Electric Guitar for Sale: Black Memphis 
Les Paul cppy. Must sell $95. Good 
condition . Volume and tone controls . 3 
pickup combination switch. Call 868-9830 
•or 862-9830. 
1979 Subaru 2-door 4-speed; new fenders; 
no rust. A beauty. Dependable. $1750 with 
guarantee or best offer. 868-5122. 
'82 Toyota truck4WD Long bed, 5-speed 
AM/FM 43,000 miles. Excellent condition. 
207 -363-61 81 . 
SERVICES 
Cross Country Ski Instructor: For children 
and adult weekend workshops. Experience 
necessary. Excellent pay. 
MOVING & HAULING: College student with 
a truck ca'n do moving and hauling, r~bbish 
removal , and other small jobs. 5 years t if 
experience and references available. Call 
Malcolm Maclanes 868-6190. 
· By GARY LARSON , 
\ 
"I've warned you kids about this - now J'm 
gonna straighten you out once and for all." 
Inexpensive Pet Grooming by supervised 
ThompsO'n School stude,nts. Call for an 
appt. 862'-1144. · 
LOST AND FOUND 
"Between me_n and women there are a lot 
of doub_le meanings, c__ontu·sion and missed 
communication . When it happens around 
the issues of sex, it can mean trouble-like 
aequaintance rape ." Ways to avoid this 
are communicate, be assertive, make· and 
Lost: P.ink wool jacket with hat & gloves. declare your choices and take responsi-
Missing from Sig. Ep. on Monday Jan. 1 9· bility for your actions. 
Please return it to Apt. A3 the Ghetto o'r- ----- ~---------
, A3 at Sig. Ep. It was ·borrowed and I can't . To the Woodman Apt. resident who stole -
all my laundry - I hope- you don't mind 
afford to replace it. scratching and chafing because you wii"I 
· SPRING B8EAK!!! Want to go to the Virgin 
Islands for just $291 round trip??? Call 
Lauri or Cindy at 86£}-1871, we have 2 
tickets to sell. Call evenings. 
BARTENDING COURSE--Spring Break, 
special one-week course. For details call 
Master Bartender School , 84 Ma-in St., 
Newmarket, NH. Tel. 659-3718 
Apply now for June Transfer Orientation 
staff: for info. and application contact the 
commuter / transfer center, Rm. 136, MUB 
862-3612. . 
ADOPTION: We're a loving, happily married 
couple, academic physician and psychol 0 
ogist. Eager to adopt white newborn. 
Confidential. Call collect 212-724-7942. 
If you are forced to have sex; are sexually 
assaulted, or raped and would like to talk 
. to a woman who has beer:i trained to help 
in these situations, call 862-1212 day or 
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN-
SELOR. 
Want some experience , fun and ·cash? 
Then apply now for June Transfer Orien-
tation_: for info . and applications contact 
the commuter /transfer center, Rm. 136, 
MUB 862-3612 ask for Martha or Andrea. 
Support Groups for Women Who Have 
Been Abused (assault, sexual assault, date 
· rape , incest, battering , attempted rape , 
stranger rape) , Tuesdays all semester, 
3:00-4:30 p.m. at Counseling and Testing, 
Schofield House For more information call 
3698 and ask for Dani. 
SUMMER IN EUROPE $239. Lowest Sche-
duled Fares to all of Europe from Boston. 
Call 1-(800)-325-2222. 
SPRING BREAK JAMAICA Project Man-
ager needed. FREE vacation plus $$$ 1-
800-237-2061 
Become part of great tradition! Apply now 
for June Transfer Orientation staff: for info. 
and application contact the Commu-
ter / Transfer Center. , Rm. 136 MUB, 862-
3612 ask for Martha or Andrea. ' 
BARTENDING COURSE--Spring Break, 
special one-week course. For details call 
Master Bartender School, 84 Main St., 
Newmarket, N.H. Tel. 659-3718 
FINANCIAL AID: Sources located fo·r 
freshmen/sophomores by computer'. Reas-
onable rates . Money back guarantee. 
· Acad emic fundsearch , PO Box K, ply-
mouth, NH 03264. 
Have you ever thought about how confus-
ing dating can be? What are the signals 
we receive from our parents? What are 
the signals we receive from our peers? 
Are they consistent? Where do you draw 
the line? ' ' 
1 
probably catch my herpe-s , syphilis and 
other nasty d'iseases!! It may take some 
time but you will be sorry! the Hum1:1ngus 
The best pictures anywhere' MUSO Pho- ··· 
toschool begins immediately! Call now 862-
1485 or stop by room 148 in the MUB. 
Are you thinking about joining the RA Staff 
at UNH? Pick up information and an 
application at any Residential Life Area 
. Office located in Jessie Doe, Devine and 
Babcock. Return completed application 
· by l'hursday, February 5, 1987 
Want some experience, fun and cash? 
Then apply now for June Transfer Orien-
tation. For info and applications contact 
the Commuter /Transfer Center, Rm. 136, 
MUB, 862~3612, ask for Marth? or Andrea 
If you are interested in a challenge that 
can make a difference in your life, in .your 
future, and at UNH, why not -consider 
becoming a Resident Assistant? Appli-
cations taken until February 5, 1987 
~ USO Photoschool-what a good Gleal. 
Excellent instruction .. Low, low prfce. Don't 
miss this chance to learn to process your -
own pictures' Call 862-1485 or stop by rm. 
148 in the MUB . 
Apply now for June Transfer Orientation . 
Staff: for info & application contact the 
Commuter /Transfer Center, Rm. 136, 
MUB, 862-3612. 
Ms. Bombshell-Hope .you're feeling better, 
not a _real fun experience. Riding the- white 
· horse for a couple of weeks will really be 
the fun part! Had a good time Thurs. night! 
.Love, C. 
Trying to get a head start on finding an 
apartm_ent . for next fall? Stop by the 
Commuter /Transfer Center, Room 136, 
MUB for information. · 
L. ZEDER F. "Ballzy Belated Birthday" from 
the Postal Workers of America. 
MUSO presents an evening with Livingston 
Taylor. Enjoy tasty appetizers while mel- · 
lowing out to the sounds of Li vingston. 
"Live-it-up" compliments of MUSO! · 
Looking for a reliable car. ASAP: Can pay 
up to $1200. Contact MESEC office at 862-
1972 
KAPPA SIGMA .. all the Greek you need 
to know. 
Hey' to -the beast who .referred to me a 
"brain damaged ." Try n9t to confuse 
creative advertising with followihg the 
direction of your superiors. I'm so glad we're 
starting off the new semester on ,the right , 
foot. P.S. It's not nice to print names in the 
personals, Marj. 
ROCKY HORROR IS THIS WEEKENDIII 
Friday , Feb . 6 at 10 arid i 2 midnight and 
Saturday at 12 midnig_ht. (Don 't forget to 
buy tickets for the mi~night show in 
~dvance.) 
If you missed Livingston Taylor _ last 
· semester don 't miss him this semester. 
Feb. 14 in the GRANITE STATE RM. 8 p.m. 
Appetizers will be served! 
Become part of a great tradition' Apply now 
for June Transfe-r Orientation : for irifo & 
applicati_ons , contact the Comm u-
ter /Transfer' Center, Rm. 136, MUB, 862-· 
3612, ask for Martha or Andrea. 
• MUSO Photoschool begins soon. Darkroom 
· use $30 . Schooi & darkroom _ use $40 . 
Unlimited access to the darkrooms' Call 
862-1.485 or'stop ~Y rm. 148 in the MUB. 
Want to test a friendship? Recruit your 
friend and roomie to work as your assistant 
in ihe NH Business Office. If she still speaks 
to you, then she is your friend tor life. 
Chris K. Missed you at Comedy Night...sorry 
again about Sunday night. Joe D. 
Don 't miss this great opportunity! Regis-
tration for MUSO Photoschool begins 
immediately! Professional Photographer 
will instruct you i~ Beg. and Adv. Black 
and White. Colo~ workshops available. 862-
1485, rm. 148 in the MUB. 
· Chris and Joe-maybe wh6n our br,uises 
heal we can go- ~ledding again . Are you 
warm yet? "Art critics are useless or 
harmful." Nancy & Marj . 
Has anyon e seen the colonel? Is he 
A.W.O.L. again or is he involved in another 
liquor show? Love, the-Boys 
J,esse and Johnny, #11 and #12 of the 
hockey team. We let you stay at our house 
during break, cable TV, live porno-shows. 
And you guys don't even stop by to say 
Hi. Wow, I thought we were tight. Gull and 
Fabes. 
Carolyn , JoAnn and Nancy-BUSCH! We'd 
like a BOOTH please! Three beers and a 
.coker (Right, N?) When are we going to 
take the dead kittens sledding again? It 
was a fun weekend-dead lobs.te r s 
everywhere -yum!! When ·are we going 
bac.k? The Graphic High Priestess 
JoAnn, Nancy and Marj-People come to 
- me and they say , "l'm_in love with my 
· waitress." Mad rippng of legs and claws, 
multiple bathroom breaks, taxi service sent · 
from God -what could anyone want? A 
·personal fan, a · sled and an electric 
synthesizer, of course' -The Hot Flamingo 
from France 
Registration is on for MUSO Photoschool!! 
Stop by rm. 148 in t he MUB or call 862 -
1485 for more info. 
Greg, I know you are, but what am I?? 
SPRING BREAK!!! Want to go to the Virgin 
Islands for just $291 round trip??? Call 
Lauri or Cindy ai 8?8-1871, we have 2 
tickets to sell. Call evenings. 
If you mi_ssed our Winter's Eve conc~rt last 
semester ... Now's your chance to see the 
New Hampshire Gentlemen perform with 
the UNH Jazz Band ... Thursday: Feb. 12 
at 8:00 p.m. in the Johnson Theater. PCAC. 
GENTS and JAZZ' 
TO THE MYSTERY MAN WHO LIVES IN 
THE APARTMENT ABOVE SHEAR EX-
CITEMENT: Stop -in Room 108 and say hi 
to your "Government Reg" buddy ... 
SPRING BREAK!!' Want to go to the Virgin 
Island:;; for just $291 round_ trip??? Call 
Lauri or Cindy at 868 - 1871, we have 2 
. tickets to sell. Call evenings. 
, 7 
Jen S., Hi, long time no hear from, eh? Did 
you think I fell off the face of the earth 
because I never called you on Sunday?? 
Well, here I am and I am going to contact 
you so watch out!! Mary 
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It iS,time for youto ,have ·you,r ... _··.· 1· 
· senio·r portrait t<lken for tl,e .-_- · : r 
1987 Granite year book. ·. · ... 
' -
I • -
.5ign-·upSwill begi_nth'e Week ·-_:._ 
· \ : · 6 f Fe b r u a r y 2 . · . . . _ -., ·· . .· . 
- - '. , - -_(,,· • - > • - ' \ - • - • 
. · Yo~ u -may stop by· th'e Granite off i Ce, · , 
. · ro~om125, MUB anyti·me , 
,, .- . . . 
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B~lancing act keeps Brooklyn winless 
-
Debbie Dorsch and the women's basketball team had few 
problems with Brooklyn on Saturday.(Craig Parker photo) 
Skiers end fifth 
· By Jim Church 
Both the .men's and women's 
ski teams sped to fifth place 
finishes in highly competitive 
Division 1 skiing at the St. 
Lawrence Winter Carnival this 
past weekend. While there were 
several sparkling performances, 
a lack of consistency hu,rt both 
team's efforts for higher fin-
ishes. 
On Friday, the men's alpine 
team posted a strong second 
place in the slalom. Sophomore 
Matt Found continued to ski 
powerfully bY. edging his way 
to a sixth place finish in the 66-
man field. senior Ray Kuhn was 
tenth and senior R.J. Turner was 
/ 18th. This was the best slalom 
performance by UNH in several 
years. 
_Found, who has skied phen-
omenally. all season, has already 
wrapped up a berth for the 
NCAA Division 1 National 
Championships jn Fairbanks, 
Alaska in March. The top fifteen 
eastern skiers in each event -
qualify for the championships~ 
Not to be outdone, the wom-
en skied to an equally impressive 
second place in their slalom 
event.' Junior N~ncy Gustafson 
finished ninth, junio..r._Kirsten 
Severeid was 12th and senior 
Anne Widger was 16th. 
On Saturday, both teams 
faltered in the giant slalom 
ev~nt. There were a few shining 
Wildcats as senior Todd Brick-
son placed a respectable 16th 
and Nancy Gustafson skied 
-another strong race to finish 
11th. . 
- Besides ·a gutsy 13th place 
finish by senior Tim Miner over 
a hilly, fifteen kilometer course, 
the men's cross-country team 
suffered a setback after last 
week's excellep.t performance. 
T~e absence of flu-stricken Joe 
Miles and the fact- that Jim 
Church had to 'pull out of the 
· race at the half-way point due 
to a back injury didn't help the 
cross-country cause. Church was 
in 12th place when he withdrew. 
The women's cross-country 
unit showed improvement as 
two skiers, sophomore Becky 
Thomas and senior Mona De-· 
prey had their finest performan-
ces ever, finishing in the top 
twenty. Chris Philbrick came 
in twenty-fifth. 
In the three by seven and a 
half kilometer reiay event: .the 
men's team of Steve Blood, Jim 
Despres and Miner skied to a 
solid fifth place. The women's 
team of Thomas, Deprey and 
Philbrick were sixth in the three 
by five kilometer event. · 
Next week's carnival will be 
hosted by the University of 
Vermont. 
SPORTS SHORTS 
The UNJ-! football t~am held i,t's annual awards banquet 
last Saturday evening:, Senior DE Ilia Jarostchuk took home 
the Coach's Award as MVP of the team. In seven garries, the 
Utica, New York native made 56 tackles and 10 sacks. Senior 
DB Ted White won the 12th Player Award for his solid tackling· 
and five interceptions in the backfield. The Eugene K. Auerbach 
Award that goes to the best student-athlete went to DB Stan 
Harrison for the 1986 season. The three-year starter has a 
3.02 GP A in the Biochemistry field and is on his way ·to med 
school. The Unsung Hero A ward was given to offensive guard 
Joe Thomson. 
By Rick Kampersal 
It was like K.C. Jones trying 
to prepare his Celtics for the-
hapless Los Angeles Clippers. 
Brooklyn College came to Dur-
ham with no wins last Saturday 
to play the Se_aboard 
Conference-leading women's ~ 
A basketball team. They left the 
same way. 
UNH controlled the game 
· trom the beginning, shooting 
out to a quick start. The Wildcats 
played some good defense as 
Brooklyn managed only 15 
points on pitiful 7 of 35 shoot-
jng. After that, it turned into 
a laugher. 
"It was a difficult game to 
prepare for," said Coach Kathy 
Sanborn. "In the p.ractices, I 
tried to emphasize that ·we 
couldn't, take this team 'too 
lightly." A game iike this one 
puts fear in coaches' heads. A 
winless team, already out of 
contention in the conference 
with nothing better to do than 
play the ''spoi1er" role. 
But the 'Cats put those 
thoughts to rest. They soared 
to a 36-15 halftime lead, which 
enabled Sanborn to play eve-
ryone on the team. Seldom-used 
Beth Lilore, Carolyn Keaveny, 
and Rita McCarroll all played· 
substantial minutes, as · the 
starters got a chance to take a 
breath. "That was nice," said 
Sanborn. "We had balanced 
scoring throughout the lineup." 
UNH has what Sanborn calls 
"a: big one"· coming up Wednes-
day night against Northe·astern. 
And revenge will be on the 
Huskies'. minds. Last time they 
met, junior forward Beth Curran 
hit the game-w1nning hoop with 
11 seconds left. However, this 
. ti.me the game ta·kes place on 
foreign soil. "Yeah, we have to 
tra-,vel to their gym this t ime. 
. It _should be a tough game," said 
Sanborn. 
DRIBBLES: Kris Kinney 
leads the team in scoring wit~ 
a 20.7 average and rebounding 
with an average of 8.2 a game. 
. Karen Pinkos leads with 79 
assists, and Melissa Pfefferle 
is 'the leading thief, with 39 , 
steals .... The next home game 
is February 6th against Boston 
University .... Wednesday night's 
winner will be-the sole leader 
in the tight conference race. 
· The UNH gymnastic Invitational is at Ludholm Gym this weeke11d.(Craig Parker photo) 
====SCHWERN SETS RECORD====== 
(continued from page 28) 
prestigious 100-win plateau. 
One reason for this is his 
confiden<,::e levef. He believes 
he will always win. "When I go 
out onto the ~at, I don't even 
think I can lose," said Schwern. 
. "You have to have that sort of 
invincible feeling, especially in 
wrestling." . , 
Perfect health helps, too. For 
the amount of pressure that a 
wrestler's body absorbs, staying 
injury-free for four years is a 
feat in itself. And Schwer·n has 
· done that. "That's the way us 
Long Islanders are," said._U r-
quhart. "We're hard workers 
and we like to stay in shape. Paul 
has always taken tremendous · 
care of his body.." 
Schwern . is a strategic 
wrestler. He is, what you could 
· say, an opportunist. "What I 
tend to do is stat;"t out slow and 
let the other guy think · that he 
is in control." Then he makes 
his move. "While the guy thinks 
he's in control, he-' s bound to 
make a mistake. Then I capi-
talize on it," he said. 
Urquhart's influence on him 
was the major reason that he 
decided to come here. He was 
recruited by UMass and Dela-
ware but instead chose to be a . 
Wil-dcat. 'Td talked with Jim 
during my senior year," said 
Schwern. "He came to see me 
wrestle a lot and lie-eventually 
began recruiting me." The.other 
schools might have been slightly 
turned off by the fact that 
Schwern didn't do as well in the 
states and regionals· as others 
did . "Let's put it this way, -1 
wasn't exactly considered a star. 
I didn't accomplish what my 
peers did," he said. But Urquhart 
stuck with his protege and now 
has reason to gloat over that 
decision. · -
The question o°f wrestling 
being a non-scholarship sport 
causes Schwern's voice to rise 
a few decibels. "Wrestling 
should be a scholarship pro-
gram," he said. "If we had 
scholarships, we'd be a 
l. 
· nationally-ranked team. When 
we lose to some scholars.hip 
team that is bigger th~n us, it's 
frustrating." · 
Despite this deficiency, the 
Wildcats are 8-4 with a schedule 
that includes scholarship teams. 
And Schwern, the captain, is the 
CQre. "He's a great .team leader 
because he's a level-headed guy;" 
said teammate Steve Russell. 
"He keeps to -himself and leads _ 
by example." 
Schwern, a member of Sigma 
Beta, looks back on his four years_ 
in Durham fondly. "J ,made a 
lot of close friends through the 
Greek system and the team. It's 
been rewarding." And he al-
ready knows what he wa'flts to 
do after he graduates this spring. 
No, he has no plans to join Hulk 
Hogan and Rowdy Roddy Piper 
in the wacky world of the WWF. 
Instead, this biology .major 
wants to get _involved in phar-
maceutical sales. His 86 (and 
counting) victims all wish they 
had had a pr~scription for him. 
======MEN'S HOOP====== 
Steele commented that he felt 
good about the deeds and is even 
more pleased with them in ~h~t 
they aided in getting the t~am 
a win. "It feels better to have 
done it with a win." He feels 
that the team has "had a 'lot of 
close games" so the victory was 
orie with great importance_. l:le 
(continued from page 28) . 
went even further explaining 
the future of the team looks 
bright d~e to the fact that there , 
are a lot of young players with 
"positive attitudes". A win 
won't do anything to hurt these 
attitudes. · 
The Wildcats ,wjU be facing 
the Boston University Terriers 
twice in the upcoming week. 
The first of these will take place 
tonight at 7:30 at Lundholm 
Gymnasiurp. BU is 7-3 within 
· the confere·nce arid 11-8 overall. 
Coach Frier and his platoon 
would like nothing more than 
to upset such a squad. ·· 
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Lowney, Terriers have Wildcats number 
'1,," . -
play connected . H orner fed 
By Chris Heisenberg Brickley at the point, and then ~ 
The good news for the UNH received a return pass with an 
hockey team is that they have open shot at the top of the circl~. 
probably faced BU's Ed Lowney His shot whizzed into the short 
for the fa.st time. The bad news side with just under 15 minutes 
is. that in his last game against left in the game. . , 
the 'Cats, Lowney again got the The remaining time alternat-
key goal in a 4-2 BU win at . ed between BU and UNH po-
Snively on Friday. werplays, and UNH had several 
It was Lowney's fifth goal in opportunitieson the BU net, 
his last · five games . against . with several tempting rebounds 
UNH; and it was the ,winning just waiting in the crease. Un- · 
goal early in .the third period, fortunately, none of the blue 
putting the Terriers up 3-1. could reach them. Neither side 
Earlier in the week, Lowney had would allow a goal until the final 
scored with 29 seconds left to · seconds when UNH, on the 
give BU a 4-4 tie with the Cats. powerplay and w.ith their goalie . 
Last year he scored two goals pulled, allowed an empty net 
in the deciding playoff game as goal to Jay Octeau. . 
BU ousted UNH. The 'Cats got several in-close_ 
"Thank God that's the last opportunities in the first, while 
time we face him," forward holding BU to outside shots. 
Quintin Brickley said. ~ "Our opportunities were point 
It was BU who capitalized '?n blank chances and theirs were 
their breaks, taking a 2-1 lead rriore from the perimeter," 
even thou.gh UNH outplayed Brickley said: . "We've been 
them in the first period and a having tough bounces, buthope-
half. ''.We worked our butts off fully we'll get the bounces in 
in the first period, then we gave the last eight games." 
them goals," forwa,rd Steve ·This w·eek will feature a 
Horner said. "After we gave · showdown with the sixth place 
them the goals, they got con- Providence Friars on Wednes-
fidence2 It was a costly mistake ,. day and Saturday. PC is now five 
but rhey. capitalized." · ~ points ahead of UNH, tied with 
UNH had taken a 1-0 lead in Northeastern for the final two 
' . the f1rst period when David playoff slots. Providence is 
Aiken deflecte_d a.Jeff Cournoyer coming off a 4-2 upset of second-
wfistshot past goalie Peter Fish, . ·place Maine: Wedrre-sday' s game 





sdecohnd . 91.3_ . . . . . 
per'10 , · . · st i ~ t e . The 'Cats will also -face Nor-
. adva:ntage·. However,. the ti_de theastern twice on the "final 
turri.ecF on a ONHpowerplay - week "I still think we have an 
wh'en "a pass to 'Cat defenseman excellent chance to make the . 
Allister Brown squirted through playoffs," Horner said. ··we 
his legs and sen,t BU's Clark •. should win at least three of the 
DP on~ tellitL~ !~?!1ek?; n~J-~f:a~~---...trJJ£,. ggmes_ag_aiq~r._ }?J..Qvj dencr 
uttrng _ue p~c . · - arid· Northeastern.'· 
· ha.nd w_hiJ~_J JQ_II?,g through the _ _ · 
ctease, 00fl,I"'te11J ~lid a j)ackh.and- • • • • ~ !. • • • • • ·• • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • " • • • • 
shorthanded goal . under the -
g0aiie. ,: 1 · • • • . : . .GAME NOTES--Chris Laga-
nas' ankle, which he thought 
he had sprained -against -Maine 
is now giving him more trouble. 
He has had it X-rayed, and there 
Just l':23 later the :puck again 
got behind a UNH:.defonder and ,, 
Scott Sanders and Eric Labrosse 
. took the 2-on-l opportunity. 
· Sanders drew the defenseman 
to his side and then fed Labrosse 
for a 2-1 BU lead. After the two 
quickgoals, BU seemed to jump 
to life, holding UNH in check. 
But it was ·up to Lowney to ' 
provide the insurance goal early 
irt the 'third period, going down 
.the rightwing and s.ending a . 
wristshot past Rota. On the play 
defenseman. Jeff Lazaro had 
pulled Lowney down and ~rawn 
the penalty", but Lowney st1ll got 
tl1e shot off. . 
UNH got back to within one 
_goal at 3-2 when their power-
. is a fear of a possible break-after 
it swelled. "These ate my last 
games of my career, and I"ll go 
out there with a broke.n ankle 
· if I have to," said Laganas. 
Freshman Chris Grassie con~ 
tinues to impress on defense · 
with his solid positional play. 
Fellow class man Jeff Lazaro has 
also shown flashes of brilliance 
on defense. The group of sopho- _ 
mores Jeff Cournoyer, Kevin 
Schrader, Greg Boudreau, Mike 
Roth and Mark Babcock have 
all been in and out of the lineup 
at various times this year. 
Swimmers 'go urider 
. By Anne Miller (23.8.60), and, s,etting a team 
record io the 3m di,ving Miller 
scored 245.45 . "This was the 
best competition we've h3:d all 
year," said diving coach Tr✓ey 
Sleeper. . . 
Pam Birsinger swam . a great 
-
Dan Prachar; Scott Brown and the rest of the UNH Wildcats had their hands fu~l with BU 
aver the past week (Ronit Larone file photq) 
Two battles, two ties for UNH 
from Sue· Hunt and Cheryl 
By Paµl Sweeney Allwood to take a 2-0 lead into 
, After it's games., the women's th~ dressing room. · . 
· hockey teams from UNH, Prov- Things got crazy .in the mid-
idence College and Northeast-. dle period as the Huskies scored 
er:n University don't exactly go five goals against the Wildcat's 
out and party with each other. one to take a 5-3 lead. "We may 
. In fact, if they could get away" have let down a little coming 
with it, the three teams would into the period thinking we 
probably find a dark alley some- were all set with a 2-0 lead," said 
where and go at it with knives head · coach Russ McCurdy. 
and baseball ba~s. Quite simply, "None of those five goals were 
there is no love lost between well earned, they were more the_ 
'"\ 1;~;~'t hr~<t teams ~hich make "" result 6f our turning the puck 
up the cream of the women's over." .The single New Hamp-
hockey crop iri the East. shire goal was scored by Lorna 
With that fact prevailing, it Moody . 
was a hot and heavv weekend "They came out flying-and we 
for the w ·ildcat women's tea~ gave them more wind," added, 
as they battled both the Huskies Stone. "Thac'·s something you 
and · the , Friars on the road. just can't do against a team that 
· When the games were over, and ·' is as good as they are. They 
children were allowed back inro actually took tl:i'e wind out of us." 
. the hockey rinks, UNH had - After the ·period, Northeastern . 
managed two ties, 5-5 against · chanted outside of the UNH 
NU and 2~2 at PC. . dressing room, a move McCurdy 
"There's always a lot more didn't find much class in. 
riding on the game when we Unaffected by the Huskie's 
meet," said UNH defenseman . attempt to irritate them and 
K.:i,tey Stone1 For that reason, typical of a great team, UNH 
Stone feels it'.s easier to get up battled back with two third 
for a game against NU a,;id PC. period goals to even the score. 
However, terrible weather and Scores by Sue Hunt (2nd of the 
a grueling schedule of late may game) and Vivienne Ferry had 
have taken it's toll on . the c;:oach McCurdy beaming over 
Wildcats, chi.rs resulting in. the the pfay of his team'. 
· ties. "I was impressed with our 
. The Wildcats travelled info team chai:acter," said McCurdy. 
Boston on F'riday in the midst "Not a ,lot of teams could come 
of another bad snowstorm, ' roaring back~fter giving up five 
which delayed th~ start of the goals in one period. We out-
game and forced UNH to stand played them in the third period 
around waiting. Once play ht- and battled back from a two goal 
gan, UNH got first period goals de_fecit and that was good." 
Stone added that the Wildcats 
are traditionally a third, period 
team. 
The game entered overtime 
and UNH goalie Cathy N iirsiff 
was a savior, blocking 11 Huskie 
shots in .the extra period, many 
comfog on an NU powerplay . 
Narsiff's play earned compli-
ments from both her coach and 
Stone, who caUed Narsiff an 
"intrical part of our team, 
keeping_ us iffmany ga~es." A~ 
is common in all UNH-NU-
games, the penalty box was 
rarely unoccupied. 
Fatigued and weary, UNH 
arrived in Providence for Sun-
day night's con,test with the 
Friars . McCurdy again thinks . 
that his women may have sat 
· back on an early ·2-0 lead they 
gained in the first period, thanks 
to Beth Barnhill a·nd Vivienne 
Ferry. ,Providence put home two 
third period tallies and the game 
ended in2-2harmony. 
· "We've go,t to work on keep-
ing our guard up," said McCurdy. 
"It seems we let up at times. 
We're capable .of playing with 
anyone, we just have to keep 
pace." · · 
The two ties settle the defend-
ing ECAC champion's record 
at 9-1-3. Next in line for the 
UNH is a · Dartmoµ.th date 
tomorrow. The 'Cats tangle with 
both NU and PC one more time 
before the · regular season ends, 
and you can 'be -sure that they -
might cross paths in post-season 
play. If so, things will get ugly, 
as usual. · 
McCabe's heave ,sets .mark· 
. . . . 1 . ·~ 
more than nine inches. - runner to qua.lify from UNH. 
Despite losing to powerful 
UMO 177..,9!, the women's 
swim team exhibited fine effort. 
While the Wildcat women could 
not overcome UMO's speed and 
depth, they pushed themselves 
to keep up with their pace and 
have a respectable finish. Co-
captain Jane Kelly commented, 
"Everyone swam consistently. 
race in the 100 breast (1:09.54) ney 
as did Sarah Cunning with her Both UNH track teams -were 
By Heidi Hill and Paul Swee- The women finished fifth ouL The other three compete in the , 
of eight teams at it's l;>ig meet · weight and shot put events. 
~we just tried to keep up with 
their times since they ate such 
a fast -team," 
Many of the wo,men swam 
their best times of the year 
including Carolyn De~merais 
in' the 1000 free (11:35.17), . 
Karen Davis (2 :0~.81) and 
. Sharon Jackson (2:07:31) jn the 
200lree Pam Gauvin in the 100 
back (1;0).94) arid in the IM 
· d'i-ving (212.90), Sue Bernah~ 
in the 200 butterfly (2:19.41},. 
~ Anne Miller in the lm diving 
best time this y~ar ( 1: 17 .58). in business last weekend, the 
Nancy Kitchen won the 200 men at the Brown Invitational 
back finishing with her best and the wome-n at the Bates 
tim~ of 2:20.27. Birsiriger also · Invitational. Before returning 
won the 200 breast stroke with home, several individuals had 
a time of 2:29.97. Karen Davis conquered a host of personal 
qualified for New England and UNH records in the com- . 
Championships in the · 500 free petition. . 
with her fastest time this year, , Of mos.t worthy notice was 
5:40'.47. ' · _the perfonnance_ of Ed McCabe, 
The ·'_Cats \Vill wrap up thdr .. The senioi; broke the University . 
regular season this weekend · of New Hampshire shot 'put 
with a hoine . meet against record with a ·throw of 55" feet, 
UMass on Sai:u-rday at 2:00 p.m. , ro · inches .. McCabe won chis 
. All are encouraged to come event a.t .the meet with the . toss 
· do~n and support the tea?1: that· bettered the old ~ecord . by 
_., .::. ;.. J -- ...... ... • .. . .. -- ... ... .. .J ~ ~ I,, sl.. ,.f .'. iJ .., ...,, .!, "" ~ . . ... . ;., ,; ... . ,: -..· ~ . ., ,;._~ .... - .... ~ --; •~'- .... ., _.:, , .. 
at Bates, a feat that senior Jen Shepley believes Enterlein' s 
Shepley caHed quite an accomp- ·presence at the meet will add 
lishment for a team as small as some depth to the Wildcat re.am. 
UNH; The women tracksters, who 
The women set some records finished Bates with 45 points, 
of their own-while away. -In the are strongest in the field events. 
3000~metei, freshman Jennifer.· Evidence of this is in Shepley 
Briggs placed third with a time and Werimark's two-three fin-
of 11 minutes, (i.6 -s.ecohds, her ish in the shot at Bates arid ·• 
best ever. Freshman Dawn Shepley's first place toss of 43-
Entetleit1 also set a personal feet, 3/4-ine::hes in the twenty-
record in the 1000 and qualified pound weight. The next meet 
for the New England's in late for the women is February 14th 
February with that run: Enter- at Boston University. The men 
lein joins teammates Shepley, step into action February sev-
Ka:ren Wenroark and Heidi Hill .. enth at Dartmouth. 
in the New E~gland's as'the first 
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Sports 
~teele has record night; 'Cats _end slump 
- By S~ephen Skobeleff 
It was quite agrand weekend 
for the UNH men.'s hoop team. 
· Not only. did the squad win,their 
first game in ten attempts '.but 
team member Greg Steele 
· reached two milestones. All of 
this took place in Burlington, 
Vermont" where the team 
tangled with the Vermont Ca-
' tamounts onSatµrday. 
Before this past weekend, the 
. last time the UNH men's hoop 
_team had grasped the feeling 
of success that comes along with . 
winning was on January 2nd. 
Back then, most students were 
enjoying the early part of their 
vacation . . The New _England 
Patriots were still in the NFL 
playoffs. The Miami Hurricanes 
were st\11 plotting strategies for 
a battle with Penn State. Arid ~ 
Stars & Stripes was nowhere 
· near finished~with their best-
of-seven series with USA. 
For the Wildcats, nine g~mes 
had come _and gone. Yet there 
was nothing in the win column 
, to show for it. The effort had 
been terrific as far as Coach· 
- - - --Gerry- Friffwas··concernea.~srnr:-
though something 11).0te was 
needed for fr all to couht; 
team hadn't been capable of lead into a mere three points, 
putting the ball thr·ough the 71-68 i,n the 47 seconds prior 
hoop when they had to. This to this Counts' shot. The Cata-
changed dramatically in Ver- mounts had accomplished this 
mont as Derek Counts·' 11 points with two three.:point bombs and 
(all of which.came in the second were now one shy of tying the 
half), Greg Steele's 23 points, game, The UNH sophomore 
and Aridy Johnston's 20 points canned the first of his attemp(s 
can attest. , - and the Wildpt lead jumped, 
Counts' ·biggest shot came , 72-68, the final score. 
from the foul -line with only :04 The victory was the team's 
str_eak the team was trudging · 
through. It's been a "long time 
coming" stated senior-tri cap-
tain Johnston. The guard felt 
the Colgate loss was the woqt 
part of the nine- game dilemma: 
Johnston's looking up now 
though and predicts that the 
squad will makethe tourri.iment 
(the ECAC playoffs), "We're 
gonna go on a foll now." 
' Friel called it a "hell of an 
lishment'' considerin 
showing on the clock. Vermont third of the season. But more 
h~d shaved a nine-point U~H im ortantl it halted the losing ~---
. This past Saturday that some-
thi~g more was found when 
they travelled to Catamount 
te_rritory in Vermont. The Wild-
c~ts ran off. 18 points to Ver-
moi.1.t'.s 2 eady in the second half 
of the contest and t~rned a 7-
poirit deficit .into a 5 5-46 ~dvaff-
tage. · . •. 
One of the reasons for the 
long losing streak w~s th~t the 
. Greg Steele ( 50) had quite a night for the men?s hoop. team, reach.ing both the l000~poi~t 
· plateau and th~ -500-rebound mark. It wa:s more sweeter because the team won.(Craig Parker hoto · . - . 
not only the losing streak but 
also Vermont's capabilides. The 
co,ach brought attention to the. 
fact that Vermont came very 
close to upsetting a very good 
BU squad only ~ couple of 
ev·enings earlier than the-ir 
rendezvous with the Cata- . 
mounts. 
-Vermont- is a team that -lives 
~nd dies by the-three-point shot. 
They proved this against the 
Wildcats when they heaved a 
total of 31 of them. UNH · 
doesn't take quite that many 
during the course of a contest. 
They totalled only eight at-
tempts on Saturday, -four of 
which fell. ·Greg Steele hit the 
most significant of these shots 
on this day. · · 
. · Steele attempted three three-
point tosses hi!'l1self sinking 
each of them . . But his 'first one 
was probably the sweetest, not 
for the team so much as for him 
personally. With the shot Steele 
surpassed the 1000-point pla-
teau. The senior tri-captain 
became only the thirteenth 
player i.n UNH men's hoop 
- history to accomplisb tne feat.- .. ---
This milestone was combined. · 
with yet anothex during the 
course of the game. Steele would 
also bring down his 500th 
rebound in the Vermont en-
cou·nter. The group of UNH 
hoopsters that have succeeded 
with this is somewhat more 
elite, numbering only frve with_· 
the a·ddition of Steele. · 
MEN'S HO<?P, page 26 
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By P.aul Sweeney 
· . UNB gymnastic coach Gail 
· Goodspeed is noth1ng short of 
. thrilled over' the performance 
of her .ur1it thus far through the 
. season. Stating that this year's 
team ·is_ vastly improved from 
last season's squad, Goodspeed 
can't wait to get into the thick 
of NCAA regional competition. 
'the defending ECAC cham-
_pions hosted _a tri-mee~ w-ith 
Penn St. and Marylarid this past 
weekend. Penn State took top 
honors, edging UNH 1 78.4 to 
175.85, with Maryland finishing 
last. Both visiting squads ·are 
among the mp teams in the 
. country, so UNH:s close second 
finish was more than Goods-
peed could ask f_or. However, 
it wasn't necessarily uriexpected. 
"We're at least the third best 
teq1m in our region," said Goods~ 
peed. "On any given day I think 
we can give Penn St. a run for 
it. We're really going to he in 
the game this year.'.: Goodspeed 
was ·quick to note that her 
Wildcats lost to the Nittany 
Lions by ten points last season 
as opposed to Sat_urday's two 
· and .a half point difference. 
According rn the coach, Mary-
land--didn't e_njoy one of their 
better meets on Saturday. 
The top individ~al perfor- . 
mance on the UNH team was 
given by freshman Denise Brack- · 
esy, who won the floor exercise 
with a 9.3, the best score of her 
life in that event. U pperclass-
men Nancy Doherty and Peggy 
Donovan also won merits from 
their coach for their contribu-
~ions to Saturday's efforts. · , 
· Seven freshmen competed in 
Sanir.day's meet, exhibiting 
what is a Strong first-year group 
for the Wildcats. Because of this, 
Goodspeed realizes the future 
is bright, but refuses to forget 
. about the current line-up. 
'.'We're a force to contend 
with this year," said Goodspeed . 
"This is riot just a building year, 
we're good this year. We have 
a lot of depth." 
This coming weekend, the 
gymnasts will again be in Lud-
holm gymnasium hosting the 
UNH Invitational with Brigh-
am Young, .Missouri and Mich-
. igan coqiing to New Hamp-
shire. "That· shouJd be real 
interesting," said Goodspeed.-
"All four teams are on a identical 
level and anyone·could win. It's 
just a question o,f which -~earn 
goes out. there and does their 
routine with the fewest mis-
takes. I think it will come down 
to the balance beams.'' That is 
an area Goodspeed hopes her 
team will improve in with time. 
The coach Bas no qualms over 
the vault and floor performan-
ces. 
/ 
